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Description

Background of the Invention

[0001] In modern global commerce, it is becoming
more important than ever to have an ability to track and
monitor assets and their security as they move about the
world. Additionally, government and/or commercial insti-
tutions may have an interest in knowing the current lo-
cation of a particular asset, a security status of a particular
asset, and in having an accurate and reliable historical
record of a particular asset’s travels and corresponding
security status during those travels. A maritime transport
container represents one of many examples of an asset
to be tracked and monitored as it travels around the world.
Information about a particular asset, such as its current
location, where it has traveled, how long it spent in par-
ticular locations along its route, and what conditions it
was exposed to along its route, can be very important
information to both commercial and governmental enti-
ties. To this end, a device is needed to track and monitor
an asset anywhere in the world, to collect and convey
information relevant to the asset’s experience during its
travels, and to remotely monitor and control the asset’s
security. Additionally, a communication protocol is need-
ed to enable accurate and efficient communication with
such an asset tracking and monitoring device. Prior art
documents considered to be relevant are XP002388105
and XP055193900.

Summary of the Invention

[0002] The invention is defined by the independent
claim. In one embodiment, a method is disclosed for wire-
less network operation. The method includes an opera-
tion for successively transmitting a communication frame
at a defined interval during a first period of time. Then,
after the first period of time, the method includes an op-
eration for ceasing transmission of the communication
frame for a second period of time. Then, after the second
period of time, the method reverts back to successively
transmitting the communication frame at the defined in-
terval during the first period of time, and so on.
[0003] In one embodiment, a method is disclosed for
communicating data over a wireless network in accord-
ance with a distributed asset management protocol. The
method includes operating a sending device to generate
a medium access control (MAC) frame to be transmitted
over the wireless network. Generating the MAC frame
includes setting a frame control field of the MAC frame
to indicate a frame transmission type. Generating the
MAC frame also includes defining a payload portion of
the MAC frame in accordance with a payload specifica-
tion of the distributed asset management protocol corre-
sponding to the indicated frame transmission type. The
method also includes operating the sending device to
transmit the generated MAC frame over the wireless net-
work. In the method, a receiving device is operated to

receive the MAC frame over the wireless network. The
method also includes operating the receiving device to
recognize the MAC frame as the indicated frame trans-
mission type. The method further includes operating the
receiving device to process the payload portion of the
MAC frame in accordance with the payload specification
of the distributed asset management protocol corre-
sponding to the indicated frame transmission type.
[0004] In one embodiment, a device is defined to com-
municate data over a wireless network in accordance
with a distributed asset management protocol. The de-
vice includes a wireless transceiver and a processor. The
processor is defined operate in conjunction with the wire-
less transceiver to transmit and receive wireless commu-
nications in accordance with the distributed asset man-
agement protocol. The processor includes a transmis-
sion module defined to generate a MAC frame to be trans-
mitted over the wireless network. Generating the MAC
frame includes setting a frame control field of the MAC
frame to indicate a frame transmission type. Generating
the MAC frame also includes defining a payload portion
of the MAC frame in accordance with a payload specifi-
cation of the distributed asset management protocol cor-
responding to the indicated frame transmission type. The
transmission module is also defined to direct the wireless
transceiver to transmit the generated MAC frame over
the wireless network. The processor also includes a re-
ception module defined to process MAC frames received
through the wireless transceiver from the wireless net-
work. The reception module is defined to recognize the
frame transmission type of the received MAC frame. Al-
so, the reception module is defined to process the pay-
load portion of the received MAC frame in accordance
with the payload specification of the distributed asset
management protocol corresponding to the recognized
frame transmission type.
[0005] Other aspects and advantages of the invention
will become more apparent from the following detailed
description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying
drawings, illustrating by way of example the present in-
vention.

Description of the Drawings

[0006]

Figure 1A shows a diagram of an example star to-
pology within the network, in accordance with one
embodiment of the present invention;
Figure 1B shows a diagram of an example peer-to-
peer topology within the network, in accordance with
one embodiment of the present invention;
Figure 2A shows a beacon frame timing diagram of
the beacon method of the DAMC protocol, in accord-
ance with one embodiment of the present invention;
Figure 2B shows a broadcast packet timing diagram
of the broadcast method of the DAMC protocol, in
accordance with one embodiment of the present in-
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vention;
Figure 3A shows a general MAC frame format of the
802.15.4 protocol;
Figure 3B shows a beacon frame structure of the
DAMC protocol, in accordance with one embodiment
of the present invention;
Figure 3C shows a chart of Device Type Field data
values for different types of sending devices, in ac-
cordance with one embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
Figure 3D shows a chart of MSB setting within the
Beacon Type Field and its corresponding meaning,
in accordance with one embodiment of the present
invention;
Figure 3E shows a chart of bitmask values used in
the Beacon Type Field and their corresponding data
types to be considered present in the Data Field, in
accordance with one embodiment of the present in-
vention;
Figure 3F shows a Beacon Type Field bitmask ex-
ample, in accordance with one embodiment of the
present invention;
Figure 4A shows a broadcast network discovery
(BND) frame structure of the DAMC protocol, in ac-
cordance with one embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
Figure 4B shows a chart of Message Type Field val-
ues and their corresponding data descriptions, in ac-
cordance with one embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
Figure 5 shows a command frame structure of the
DAMC protocol, in accordance with one embodiment
of the present invention;
Figure 6 shows a data frame structure of the DAMC
protocol, in accordance with one embodiment of the
present invention;
Figure 7 shows an acknowledgement (ACK/NAK)
frame structure of the DAMC protocol, in accordance
with one embodiment of the present invention;
Figure 8 shows a flowchart of a method for wireless
network operation, in accordance with one embodi-
ment of the present invention;
Figure 9 shows a flowchart of a method for commu-
nicating data over a wireless network in accordance
with the distributed asset management (DAMC) pro-
tocol, in accordance with one embodiment of the
present invention;
Figure 10 shows a diagram of a device defined to
communicate data over a wireless network in ac-
cordance with the distributed asset management
protocol, in accordance with one embodiment of the
present invention;
Figure 11 is an illustration showing an mLOCK de-
vice architecture, in accordance with one embodi-
ment of the present invention;
Figure 12 is an illustration showing a schematic of
the mLOCK of Figure 11, in accordance with one
embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 13 shows the physical components of the
mLOCK, in accordance with one embodiment of the
present invention;
Figure 14 shows a closer expanded view of the front
shell, rear shell, interlocking plate, and push plate,
in accordance with one embodiment of the present
invention; and
Figure 15 shows an expanded view of the shackle
and locking mechanism component of reference, in
accordance with one embodiment of the present in-
vention.

Detailed Description of the Invention

[0007] In the following description, numerous specific
details are set forth in order to provide an understanding
of the present invention. It will be apparent, however, to
one skilled in the art that the present invention may be
practiced without some or all of these specific details. In
other instances, well known process operations have not
been described in detail in order not to unnecessarily
obscure the present invention.

Overview

[0008] A distributed asset management communica-
tion (DAMC) protocol is described herein. The DAMC
protocol can be used with essentially any device the uti-
lizes an IEEE 802.15.4 ("802.15.4" hereafter) compliant
integrated circuit (IC) radio and includes sufficient com-
puting and associated memory capability. The DAMC
protocol is defined for implementation within the 802.15.4
protocol. Also, the DAMC protocol is defined to extend
the functionality of the 802.15.4 protocol. More specifi-
cally, the DAMC protocol includes specific communica-
tion frame payload formats and content that is unique to
the DAMC protocol and that provides for distributed asset
management and information exchange. Additionally,
the DAMC protocol specifies variations, i.e., extensions,
of 802.15.4 communication frames to enable distributed
asset management and information exchange, without
conflicting with 802.15.4 specifications that provide for
normal communication processes to occur between
802.15.4 compliant devices. The DAMC protocol de-
scribed herein can be used with reader devices, lock de-
vices, tag devices, handheld device, or essentially any
other properly equipped device that utilizes an 802.15.4
compliant IC radio and includes sufficient computing and
associated memory capability.
[0009] It should be understood that although the DAMC
protocol is defined for implementation within the 802.15.4
protocol, the DAMC protocol does not require strict ad-
herence to all aspects of the 802.15.4 standard in all em-
bodiments. That is to say, in some embodiments, the
DAMC protocol can be implemented with devices that
comply with appropriate portions of the 802.15.4 stand-
ard. However, in one embodiment, the DAMC protocol
is implemented with devices that fully comply with the
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802.15.4 standard. Also, the DAMC protocol can be im-
plemented within a communication network that includes
multiple device variations, in which some devices comply
more or less with the 802.15.4 standard than other de-
vices, so long as each device complies with the portions
of the 802.15.4 standard that are germane to implemen-
tation of the DAMC protocol. Additionally, the DAMC pro-
tocol may be implemented with devices that operate in
a manner consistent with the germane portions of the
802.15.4 standard, although these devices do not claim
to be compliant with the 802.15.4 standard, or portions
thereof. For discussion purposes, the 802.15.4 IC radio
or its equivalent with regard to implementation of the
DAMC protocol is referred to hereafter as a "compliant
radio."
[0010] Logistical tracking and monitoring tag devices
for distributed assets, such as shipping containers, have
no access to external power sources or method for re-
charging batteries while deployed. Therefore, asset
tracking tag devices require significant power saving
modes of operation in which the tag devices disable their
communication system and can remain asleep for over
98% of their deployment time. To complicate asset track-
ing tag device utilization, communication protocols for
asset tracking tag devices require rapid response times
(less than 1 second) by the tag devices that normally
have their communication receivers disabled. For exam-
ple, these types of rapid response time requirements can
exist at weigh stations and entrance gates that have read-
er devices, where vehicle velocities are high during
"drive-by" tag device reads by the reader devices. In ad-
dition, logistics networks can maintain a high number of
tag devices, e.g., 1,000 to 10,000 tag devices, in an active
network in shipping terminals or distribution centers. For
these applications, data reporting is relatively infrequent,
and network management is necessary to deal with net-
work traffic, power management and security.
[0011] The DAMC protocol described herein defines
methods and systems for adaptive network management
of tag devices that utilize compliant radios. The DAMC
protocol is implemented using a well-defined specifica-
tion for radio beacon, broadcast, command, data, and
acknowledgement frame payloads which provide instruc-
tions for data reporting frequency, power management,
radio channel utilization, and network maintenance,
among other items. With the DAMC protocol, tag devices
can operate with a low latency response time while main-
taining a 1% to 2% receiver duty cycle. In addition, power
management is optimized by eliminating unnecessary
tag device transmissions, balancing network traffic
across multiple radio channels, and by identifying net-
work arrivals and departures to adjust modes of tag de-
vice operation.
[0012] It should be understood that the term "tag de-
vice" as used herein refers to a device that is configured
to utilize a compliant radio and that includes sufficient
computing and associated memory capability to imple-
ment the DAMC protocol, and that is defined to implement

the DAMC protocol. Also, for discussion purposes, the
term "reader device" is used herein to refer to any type
of communication device that is connected to a commu-
nication network and that is defined to transmit informa-
tion to and receive information from a tag device in ac-
cordance with the DAMC protocol.

Network Physical Layer

[0013] The DAMC protocol is defined to be used within
a wireless communication network that can include any
number tag and reader devices. A physical layer of the
wireless communication network includes compliant ra-
dios in both the tag devices and the reader devices. The
DAMC protocol described herein is defined to be imple-
mented through the payload portions of communication
packets normally transmitted between compliant radios
of the tag and reader devices.
[0014] Compliant radios are designed for low power
operation. For example, in one embodiment, the IC of
the compliant radio utilizes a 1.8 V (volt) core. Also, with
the compliant radio, a single command can be used to
disable the crystal, reduce power, and save configuration
data. In many embodiments, the compliant radio is de-
fined as a system on chip design that is low cost and
readily available from multiple manufacturers. Addition-
ally, the compliant radio communication protocol sup-
ports sleep modes of operation between network bea-
cons, wherein the network beacon frequency is user-con-
trollable. Also, network beacons include wake cycles. In
some embodiments, the compliant radio can include in-
tegrated security in the form of hardware implemented
AES 128 (Advanced Encryption Standard 128) encryp-
tion that is compliance tested.
[0015] Compliant radios are internationally accepted
within the ISM (industrial, scientific, and medical) band
of radio frequency covering the frequency range of 2.405
GHz (gigaHertz) to 2.483 GHz. In one embodiment, there
are 16 available channels between 2.405 GHz and 2.483
GHz. And, each channel supports a data rate of 250,000
bits per second. Also, in one embodiment, radio frequen-
cy options of 860 MHz and 916 MHz are excluded from
use with the DAMC protocol. Also, compliant radios im-
plement a Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) meth-
od of channel conflict resolution which complements im-
plementation of the DAMC protocol. In the CSMA meth-
od, hold off can be up to 10 ms (milliseconds). Also, com-
pliant radio networks can utilize DSSS (Direct Sequence
Spread Spectrum) modulation along with QPSK (quad-
riphase phase-shift keying). Moreover, the compliant ra-
dio works well in reflective environments.
[0016] In one embodiment, tag devices within the net-
work have a transmit power of about 10 dBm (power ratio
in decibels (dB) of the measured power referenced to
one milliwatt (mW)). However, it should be understood
that any tag device within the network may have a trans-
mit power larger or smaller than 10 dBm. Also, reader
devices within the network can have a transmit power
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that varies from reader-to-reader, per local regulations.
In one embodiment, a fixed (immobile) reader device
having a 360 field-of-view (FOV) and positioned at about
30 m (meters) above sea level can have a range extend-
ing from 1 km (kilometer) to 3 km. However, it should be
appreciated that reader devices within the network can
vary substantially in purpose and correspondingly in
range. For example, a lane or exit reader device can be
operated in a directional and controlled manner to have
a range extending from 3 m to 100 m, depending on its
operational requirements.
[0017] Within the network, a typical response time of
a tag device from its sleep state is about 1 second. How-
ever, depending on the particular tag device configura-
tion and system, it should be understood that the re-
sponse time from sleep state can be larger or smaller
than 1 second. Also, during network communication, a
maximum size packet length can be transmitted in about
4 ms. And, a complete bidirectional communication trans-
action, i.e., transmission of maximum size packet length
and return transmission of ACK (acknowledgment), can
be done in less than 7 ms. It should be understood, how-
ever, that transmission times within the network can vary
from the 4 ms and 7 ms values noted above, depending
of the network condition and any other factors that can
influence real-time network communication.
[0018] Additionally, the DAMC protocol provides for
network management to control the number of tag de-
vices in communication with a given reader device. In
one embodiment, network management features of the
DAMC protocol provide for application-based manage-
ment of tag device density for a given reader device. For
example, through use of the DAMC protocol to set net-
work management features, such as beacon interval and
report interval, in combination with the compliant radio
features of CSMA and high transmission rate, it is pos-
sible for tens of thousands of tag devices to be handled
by a single reader device in a single location.

Network Topology

[0019] The wireless communication network over
which compliant radios communicate can include peer-
to-peer topologies (i.e., point-to-point topologies), star
topologies (i.e., point-to-multi-point topologies), repeater
configurations (for truck communications), and any com-
bination thereof, among others. Figure 1A shows a dia-
gram of an example star topology within the network, in
accordance with one embodiment of the present inven-
tion. Figure 1B shows a diagram of an example peer-to-
peer topology within the network, in accordance with one
embodiment of the present invention. Within the network,
tag devices can be deployed in essentially any number
of ways. In one embodiment, tag devices are deployed
on distributed assets to enable tracking and management
of the distributed assets. For example, tag devices can
be affixed to respective shipping containers to enable
tracking and monitoring of the shipping containers

throughout the world.
[0020] In one embodiment, tag devices that are fixed
to movable assets, such as shipping containers, are de-
fined to operate in accordance with a tag talk last (TTL)
procedure in which the tag device needs to hear a reader
device transmission (e.g., broadcast command or net-
work beacon) before activating its transmitter. Under the
TTL procedure, a tag device will not initiate network com-
munication unless a reader device emits a broadcast
command or network beacon. For example, under the
TTL procedure, a tag device will not attempt to join a
given network unless it receives a transmission from a
reader device within the given network. However, under
the TTL procedure, once a tag device joins a network,
the tag device may send transmissions unilaterally within
the network for some types of applications and/or pur-
poses. For example, a tag device having already joined
a given network may unilaterally send transmissions
within the network concerning low latency alarms (impor-
tant alarms), exits (movement past exit waypost), en-
trances (movement past entrance waypost), etc. Also,
under the TTL procedure, successful communication be-
tween a tag device and a local reader device implies local
certification of the tag device on the communication net-
work to which the local reader device is connected.

DAMC Network Discovery

[0021] The DAMC protocol includes two methods by
which a tag device can discover and communicate with
a network within range. The first method is for beacon
network discovery and communication. The second
method is for broadcast network discovery and commu-
nication.

DAMC Beacon Network Discovery

[0022] A beacon based network that operates in ac-
cordance with the beacon method of the DAMC protocol
for network discovery is typically used for long range
reader devices. The beacon based network can include
many devices and can support sustained network con-
nections. Also, the beacon based network provides
mixed types of data connections for multiple applications.
For example, the beacon based network can be used for
data uploads (from tag to reader), multiple encryption
methods, tag authentication, and network access control,
among other types of applications. Additionally, the bea-
con based network provides for network load balancing
via channel allocation and TDMA (Time Division Multiple
Access), in which several tag devices can share a same
frequency channel by dividing the signal into different
time slots allocated per tag device.
[0023] The beacon method of the DAMC protocol uti-
lizes compliant radio beacon frames (e.g., MAC frames
of beacon type, as described below), with the DAMC pro-
tocol implemented through the beacon payload portion
of the beacon frame. In the beacon method, the compliant
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radio beacon frames are processed according to the
compliant radio specification. However, the DAMC pro-
tocol payload within the beacon frame is processed by
the network device in accordance with the DAMC proto-
col, which the network device is defined/programmed to
implement.
[0024] In one embodiment, the beacon method of the
DAMC protocol does not allow for a guaranteed time slot
(GTS) as is normally available with compliant radio bea-
con frame transmission. Also in one embodiment, the
beacon method of the DAMC protocol does not allow for
short address assignment as is normally available with
compliant radio beacon frame transmission. Therefore,
in this embodiment, the tag device should be capable of
operating without a short address.
[0025] In the beacon method, network access is con-
trolled by association request and association response.
The beacon method provides for operation of a reader
device to deny network access to a tag device, when
appropriate. Also, the beacon method provides for man-
agement and exchange of authentication data and en-
cryption keys when a tag device joins a network through
communication with a reader device. Power and device
modes of operation can also be exchanged between tag
and reader devices as part of the association request.
Once a tag device is associated with a network through
a reader device, the reader device can command the tag
device at-will in a peer-to-peer manner.
[0026] The beacon method of the DAMC protocol im-
plements a beacon timing method which allows a tag
device to recognize a received compliant radio beacon
frame, having the DAMC protocol payload embedded
therein. In response to recognizing receipt of the beacon
frame having the DAMC protocol payload therein, the tag
device is defined to attempt to join the network from which
the beacon frame was transmitted.
[0027] Figure 2A shows a beacon frame timing dia-
gram of the beacon method of the DAMC protocol, in
accordance with one embodiment of the present inven-
tion. With the DAMC protocol, beacon frames are emitted
periodically from reader devices to announce network
availability to any tag devices that may be in range of the
reader devices. In one embodiment of the DAMC proto-
col, beacon frames are transmitted on hailing channels
15, 17, 21, and 23 of the compliant radios within the net-
work. However, it should be appreciated that the DAMC
protocol payload of a beacon frame can be defined to
redirect an asset (i.e., tag device) to an alternate channel
for subsequent communication. In one embodiment, re-
direction of assets to alternate channels is performed
based on real-time network load conditions.
[0028] In the diagram of Figure 2A, each vertical line
201 spaced along the time line 203 represents transmis-
sion of a beacon frame from a reader device within the
network. In accordance with the DAMC protocol, a bea-
con period is defined as period of time during which a
number of beacon frames are successively transmitted
at a defined interval. In the embodiment of Figure 2A, the

beacon period 205 is defined as a 1 second period of
time during which beacon frames are successively trans-
mitted at an interval that can be defined within a range
extending from 6 ms to 19 ms. The DAMC protocol also
specifies a dwell time between beacon periods, during
which network association and data transmissions can
occur. In the embodiment of Figure 2A, the dwell time
207 can be defined within a range extending from 1 s to
255 s.
[0029] To preserve its power supply, a tag device can
be defined to awake from sleep state for a short period
of time at a given interval of time to enable the tag device
to receive any transmissions from in-range sources, i.e.,
reader devices. For example, a tag device may be de-
fined to awake for 20 ms out of each second. While
awake, the tag device is operated to listen for and receive
any transmission from in-range reader devices. It should
be appreciated that the beacon transmission schedule
(i.e., combination of beacon period, beacon frame inter-
val, and dwell time) of the DAMC protocol is defined to
provide for sufficient probability of a tag device being in
its wake state and receiving a beacon frame transmission
from a reader device during transit of the tag device
through the transmission range of the reader device.
[0030] When a tag device receives a beacon frame,
the tag device will determine whether or not it is already
connected to the network associated with the received
beacon frame. In other words, the tag device will deter-
mine whether or not it is already connected to the network
to which the reader device responsible for transmitting
the beacon frame is connected. If the tag device is al-
ready connected to the beacon transmitting reader de-
vice’s network, the tag device will remain connected to
that network and will execute any instructions provided
to it within the DAMC protocol payload of the received
beacon frame. If the tag device is not already connected
to the beacon transmitting reader device’s network, the
tag device will attempt to join that network through com-
munication with the beacon transmitting reader device.
In the DAMC protocol, the tag device assumes that the
beacon transmitting reader device is licensed to operate
at its transmitting location.
[0031] If a tag device is connected to a beacon network
and does not receive a beacon frame for a specified pe-
riod of time, the tag device can be operated to assume
that it is disconnected from the beacon network. Also,
the tag device can be instructed as to how often it should
send a response to received beacon frames once con-
nected to the beacon network. In one embodiment, tag
device response to a beacon frame is based on how often
the tag device receives beacon frames. It should be ap-
preciated that the power consumed by the tag device to
process instructions in the DAMC protocol payload of a
received beacon frame is very small compared to the
power consumed by the tag device in transmitting a re-
sponse to a received beacon frame. Therefore, the tag
device may be instructed to only transmit a response to
a received beacon frame after receiving a specified
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number of beacon frames. For example, once connected
to a beacon network, the tag device may be instructed
to hold off on responding to a received beacon frame
until it has received 100 beacon frames.

DAMC Broadcast Network Discovery

[0032] A broadcast based network that operates in ac-
cordance with the broadcast method of the DAMC pro-
tocol for network discovery is primarily intended for use
with short range reader devices and high-speed commu-
nication. For example, the broadcast based network may
include reader devices such as gate readers, weigh sta-
tion readers, lane readers, among others. In one example
application, the broadcast based network is used for
high-speed communication of tag status data from a tag
device to a short-range reader device. In one embodi-
ment, tag device status data returned by way of the
broadcast method is usually unencrypted and includes
default status packets. However, in some embodiments,
the broadcast method can support encryption of trans-
mitted data. In one embodiment, the broadcast method
can be efficiently utilized for transit reader devices having
connection times from 1 second to 1 hour. Also, there is
no implied long-term relationship between a tag device
and a reader device under the broadcast method of the
DAMC protocol.
[0033] The broadcast method of the DAMC protocol
implements a broadcast timing method which allows a
tag device to recognize a received compliant radio broad-
cast packet, having the DAMC protocol broadcast pay-
load embedded therein. In response to recognizing re-
ceipt of the broadcast packet having the DAMC protocol
broadcast payload therein, the tag device is defined to
respond to the broadcast packet.
[0034] Figure 2B shows a broadcast packet timing di-
agram of the broadcast method of the DAMC protocol,
in accordance with one embodiment of the present in-
vention. With the DAMC protocol, broadcast packets are
emitted periodically from reader devices to announce
network availability to any tag devices that may be in
range of the reader devices. In one embodiment of the
DAMC protocol, broadcast packets are transmitted on
hailing channels 15, 17, 21, and 23 of the compliant ra-
dios within the network. However, it should be appreci-
ated that the DAMC protocol broadcast payload of a
broadcast packet can be defined to redirect an asset (i.e.,
tag device) to an alternate channel for subsequent com-
munication. In one embodiment, redirection of assets to
alternate channels is performed based on real-time net-
work load conditions.
[0035] In the diagram of Figure 2B, each vertical line
401 spaced along the time line 403 represents transmis-
sion of a broadcast packet from a reader device within
the network. In accordance with the DAMC protocol, a
broadcast period is defined as period of time during which
a number of broadcast packets are successively trans-
mitted at a defined interval. In the embodiment of Figure

2B, the broadcast period 405 is defined as a 1 second
period of time during which broadcast packets are suc-
cessively transmitted at an interval that can be defined
within a range extending from 6 ms to 19 ms. The DAMC
protocol also specifies a dwell time between broadcast
packets, during which network association and data
transmissions can occur. In the embodiment of Figure
2B, the dwell time 407 can be defined within a range
extending from 1 s to 255 s.
[0036] It should be appreciated that the broadcast
packet transmission schedule (i.e., combination of
broadcast period, broadcast packet interval, and dwell
time) of the DAMC protocol is defined to provide for suf-
ficient probability of a tag device being in its awake state
and receiving a broadcast packet transmission from a
reader device during transit of the tag device through the
transmission range of the reader device.

Medium Access Control (MAC) Frame

[0037] The DAMC protocol is implemented within the
802.15.4 protocol, which includes a MAC frame format
used for communication between compliant radio
equipped devices. Figure 3A shows a general MAC
frame format of the 802.15.4 protocol. The MAC frame
includes a MAC header (MHR) portion 201, a MAC pay-
load portion 203, and MAC footer (MFR) portion 205.
[0038] The MHR 201 includes a frame control field
(FCF) 207 that contains information for defining a frame
type, addressing fields, and other control flags. Within
the 802.15.4 protocol, the frame type specified within the
FCF 207 can be either a beacon frame, a data frame, an
acknowledgement (ACK/NAK) frame, a command frame,
or another type of frame. It should be noted, however,
that the DAMC protocol extends the 802.15.4 protocol to
also including a broadcast frame type. The FCF 207 in-
cludes a flag to indicate whether or not the device that is
sending the frame has more data for the receiving device,
to be sent in subsequent frames. The FCF 207 also in-
cludes a flag to indicate whether or not an acknowledge-
ment is required from the receiving device upon receipt
of either a data or a command frame. The FCF 207 also
includes other data pertinent to modes of frame destina-
tion and source addressing.
[0039] The MHR 201 also includes a sequence number
field 209 that contains information specifying the se-
quence identifier for the frame. In the case of a beacon
frame, the sequence number field 209 specifies a beacon
sequence number. In the case of either a data frame, an
acknowledgement frame, a command, or a broadcast
frame, the sequence number field 209 specifies a data
sequence number that is used to match a given acknowl-
edgement frame to its corresponding data, command, or
broadcast frame.
[0040] The MHR 201 also includes addressing fields
211 to specify addresses for the frame destination and
for the frame source. The frame destination addresses
can be specified as an identifier of a personal area net-
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work (PAN) of the frame’s intended recipient and/or as
an identifier of the intended recipient itself. The frame
source addresses can be specified as an identifier of a
personal area network (PAN) of the frame’s originator
and/or as an identifier of the originator itself. The MHR
201 further includes an auxiliary security header field 213
which specifies information required for security process-
ing, such as how the frame is protected and what keying
information is required by the security methods.
[0041] The MAC payload portion 203 of the frame in-
cludes information specific to the frame type specified in
the FCF 207. And, with the DAMC protocol, the MAC
payload portion 203 includes DAMC protocol-specific in-
formation for the specified frame type that is formatted
in accordance with the requirements of the DAMC pro-
tocol. Thus, with the beacon frame type specified in the
FCF 207, the MAC payload portion 203 includes DAMC
protocol-specific information and formatting for DAMC
protocol beacon frames. With the broadcast frame type
specified in the FCF 207, the MAC payload portion 203
includes DAMC protocol-specific information and format-
ting for DAMC protocol broadcast frames. With the data
frame type specified in the FCF 207, the MAC payload
portion 203 includes DAMC protocol-specific information
and formatting for DAMC protocol data frames. With the
command frame type specified in the FCF 207, the MAC
payload portion 203 includes DAMC protocol-specific in-
formation and formatting for DAMC protocol command
frames. And, with the acknowledgement frame type
specified in the FCF 207, the MAC payload portion 203
includes DAMC protocol-specific information and format-
ting for DAMC protocol acknowledgement frames.
[0042] The MFR portion 205 of the MAC frame includes
frame check sequence (FCS) data. In one embodiment,
the FCS data is two bytes in length and contains a 16-
bit ITU-T CRC value (16-bit Telecommunication Stand-
ardization Sector of the International Telecommunication
Union Cyclic Redundancy Check value). In one embod-
iment, the FCS is calculated over the MHR 201 and MAC
payload portion 203 of the MAC frame.

DAMC Protocol Beacon Frame

[0043] Figure 3B shows a beacon frame structure of
the DAMC protocol, in accordance with one embodiment
of the present invention. The DAMC protocol beacon
frame structure includes the following fields:

• FCF 207
• Sequence Number Field 209
• Address Fields 211
• Auxiliary Security Header Field 213
• MAC payload portion 203, including:

• Super Frame Specification Field 309
• GTS (Guaranteed Time Slot) Field 311
• DAMC Protocol Beacon Payload 313

• MFR 205, including FCS.

[0044] The FCF 207, sequence number field 209, ad-
dress fields 211, auxiliary security header field 213, and
MFR 205 are the same as discussed above with regard
to the MAC frame structure. However, the MAC payload
portion 203 includes data and formatting that is specific
to the DAMC protocol. Specifically, the MAC payload por-
tion 203 includes a DAMC protocol beacon payload 313
that is defined in accordance with the DAMC protocol.
Prior to the DAMC protocol beacon payload 313, the MAC
payload portion 203 of the beacon frame includes the
super frame specification field 309 and the GTS field 311.
The DAMC protocol does not allow for use of guaranteed
time slots. Therefore, the GTS field 311 will be set to
indicate no GTS. Also, the DAMC protocol does not allow
for use of short address assignment in beacon frames.
Therefore, the tag device should be capable of operating
without a short address assignment.
[0045] The DAMC protocol beacon payload 313 is de-
lineated into a number of fields for providing information,
instructions, and data to facilitate network management
and utilization of tag devices. Tag and reader devices
are defined to parse and understand the DAMC protocol
beacon payload as conveyed through the beacon frame.
It should be understood that the DAMC protocol beacon
payload 313 is defined outside of the 802.15.4 protocol.
[0046] The DAMC protocol beacon payload structure
313 includes the following fields:

• Device Type Field 317
• Beacon Type Field 319
• Alternate Channel Field 321
• Beacon Interval Field 323
• Association Timeout Field 325
• Response Interval Field 327
• Data Length Field 329
• Data Field 331
• CRC (cyclic redundancy check) Field 333.

[0047] The Device Type Field 317 includes data that
identifies a device type of the beacon frame sending de-
vice. Figure 3C shows a chart of Device Type Field 317
data values for different types of sending devices, in ac-
cordance with one embodiment of the present invention.
In one embodiment, tag devices can be operated to log
interactions with specific device types. Also, the available
Device Type Field 317 data values and corresponding
device type categories within the DAMC protocol, as
shown in Figure 3C, allow for extension and interopera-
bility of the DAMC protocol with other device types or
network types.
[0048] The Beacon Type Field 319 includes data that
identifies which type of beacon is represented in the bea-
con frame transmission. In one embodiment, there can
be up to 255 different types of beacons. Based on beacon
type specification in the Beacon Type Field 319, the tag
device will be informed as to how the DAMC protocol
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beacon payload data (Data Field 331) should be decod-
ed. In one embodiment, the most significant bit (MSB) of
the Beacon Type Field 319 is used to identify the type of
beacon and how to decode the data in the Data Field
331. Figure 3D shows a chart of MSB setting within the
Beacon Type Field 319 and its corresponding meaning,
in accordance with one embodiment of the present in-
vention.
[0049] As shown in Figure 3D, if the MSB is 0x00, then
the Data Field 331 is to be considered empty. If the MSB
is 0x80, then the remaining 7 bits of the Beacon Type
Field 319 are to be interpreted as a bitmask indicating
what types of data are present in the Data Field 331, and
correspondingly, how the data in the Data Field 331 is to
be parsed and processed by the tag device. Figure 3E
shows a chart of bitmask values used in the Beacon Type
Field 319 and their corresponding data types to be con-
sidered present in the Data Field 331, in accordance with
one embodiment of the present invention.
[0050] Figure 3F shows a Beacon Type Field 319 bit-
mask example, in accordance with one embodiment of
the present invention. In this example, the Beacon Type
Field 319 includes the value 0x83. The MSB value 0x80
indicates that the 7 other bits in the Beacon Type Field
319 are to be interpreted as a bitmask. So, the bitmask
includes bit values 0x01 and 0x02 in bitmask order, which
indicates that the Data Field 331 includes reader date
and time (corresponding to bit value 0x01) and reader
identification (corresponding to bit value 0x02), in bit-
mask order. In the embodiment of Figure 3F, 7 bytes are
used to specify the reader date and time data, and 20
bytes are used to specify the reader identification data.
[0051] With reference back to Figure 3B, the Alternate
Channel Field 321 is used to identify an alternate radio
channel that should be used by the tag device for network
association. In one embodiment, the Alternate Channel
Field 321 is 1 byte in size. In this embodiment, the MSB
of the Alternate Channel Field 321 is used to indicate
whether or not use of the alternate channel by the tag
device is mandatory, e.g., with 0 indicating non-manda-
tory and 1 indicating mandatory. If the specified alternate
channel is different from the current channel over which
the beacon frame is received, the tag device is defined
to use the specified alternate channel for transmitting its
network association request and subsequent data trans-
missions to the reader device. In one embodiment, pos-
sible alternate channel values include 11 through 26. It
should be appreciated that the availability of the alternate
channel specification in the Alternate Channel Field 321
provides for direction of the tag device to transmit more
lengthy data communications on non-hailing channels,
thereby freeing up the hailing channels to enable contact
with more tag devices within range of the beacon trans-
mitting reader device.
[0052] The Beacon Interval Field 323 is used to specify
an integer value in seconds of the dwell time of the DAMC
protocol, i.e., the time between each beacon period. In
one embodiment, the Beacon Interval Field 323 is 1 byte

in size. A Beacon Interval Field 323 value of 0 indicates
that beacon frames are transmitted continuously with no
dwell time. A Beacon Interval Field 323 value of 1 to 255
indicates that the dwell time is defined by that number of
seconds. For example, a Beacon Interval Field 323 value
of 60 indicates a dwell time of 60 seconds. In one em-
bodiment, a dwell time for a long-range reader device
(800 to 1,000 meter range) is 60 seconds. Also, in one
embodiment, a dwell time for short-range reader device
(50 to 100 meters) is 15 seconds. However, it should be
understood that the dwell times in the above-mentioned
embodiments are provided as examples only. The dwell
time can be set to any suitable value between 1 and 255
seconds, depending on the particular network conditions.
[0053] The Association Timeout Field 325 is used to
specify an integer value of beacon intervals, as specified
in the Beacon Interval Field 323, that must be missed by
the tag device in order for the tag device to disassociate
from the beacon network. By disassociating from a bea-
con network when no longer within range of the beacon
network, the tag device is freed to change modes of op-
eration to something more appropriate. In one embodi-
ment, the Association Timeout Field 325 is 1 byte in size.
An Association Timeout Field 325 value of 0 indicates
that the tag device should never timeout, i.e., disassoci-
ate, from the beacon network. An Association Timeout
Field 325 value of 1 to 255 is a multiplier on the dwell
time to establish the timeout period. For example, an As-
sociation Timeout Field 325 value of 10, with a Beacon
Interval Field 323 value of 60, indicates that the tag device
should disassociate from the beacon network if it does
not receive a beacon within 600 consecutive seconds
(10*60 seconds). In one embodiment, an Association
Timeout Field 325 value of 10 is used for long-range read-
er devices. Also, in one embodiment, an Association
Timeout Field 325 value of 4 is used for short-range read-
er devices. However, it should be understood that the
Association Timeout Field 325 values in the above-men-
tioned embodiments are provided as examples only. The
Association Timeout Field 325 values can be set to any
suitable value between 1 and 255, depending on the par-
ticular network conditions.
[0054] The Response Interval Field 327 is used to
specify an integer value of beacon intervals, as specified
in the Beacon Interval Field 323, that a tag device can
go before it must communicate its status to the reader
device in order to remain connected to the network. The
Response Interval Field 327 value allows the tag device
to reduce power consumption by responding with tag de-
vice status data at a network specified interval. Also, the
Response Interval Field 327 value serves to randomize
and distribute data traffic on the network based on timing
of network association with tag devices. In one embodi-
ment, the Response Interval Field 327 is 1 byte in size.
A Response Interval Field 327 value of 0 indicates that
the tag device should never respond to the reader device
without first being requested/instructed to respond by the
reader device. A Response Interval Field 327 value of 1
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to 255 is a multiplier on the dwell time to establish the
unsolicited response interval for the tag device. For ex-
ample, a Response Interval Field 327 value of 30, with
a Beacon Interval Field 323 value of 60, indicates that
the tag device should provide its unsolicited status to the
reader device within 1800 seconds (30*60 seconds) of
providing its most recent status communication.
[0055] The Data Length Field 329 specifies the length
in bytes of both the data included in the Data Field 331
and the data included in the CRC Field 333. The Data
Field 331 includes the data corresponding to the data
type indication provided within the Beacon Type Field
319. Examples of various types of Data Field 331 data
are shown in Figure 3E, in accordance with one embod-
iment of the present invention. The CRC Field 333 in-
cludes the CRC data values associated with the data of
the DAMC protocol beacon payload 313. In one embod-
iment, the CRC data is computed according to an industry
standard CRC specification, such as CRC CCITT (0xffff).
It should be appreciated that the use of CRC data specific
to the DAMC protocol beacon payload 313, serves to
strengthen the 802.15.4 error detection associated with
the beacon frame, i.e., the MFR 205.

DAMC Broadcast Frame

[0056] Figure 4A shows a broadcast network discovery
(BND) frame structure of the DAMC protocol, in accord-
ance with one embodiment of the present invention. The
DAMC protocol BND frame structure includes the follow-
ing fields:

• FCF 207
• Sequence Number Field 209
• Address Fields 211, including:

• Destination PAN ID (personal area network
identifier) 505

• Broadcast Short Address (0xFF 0xFF) 507
• Source Address Fields 509

• Auxiliary Security Header Field 213
• MAC payload portion 203, including:

• DAMC Protocol Broadcast Payload 513

• MFR 205, including FCS.

[0057] The FCF 207, sequence number field 209, ad-
dress fields 211, auxiliary security header field 213, and
MFR 205 are from the MAC frame structure, as discussed
above. The address fields 211 includes the destination
PAN ID field 505, the broadcast short address field 507,
and the source address fields 509. The destination PAD
ID field 505 is used to specify the unique PAN identifier
of the intended recipient of the BND frame. The broadcast
short address field 507 is used to specify a shortened
address of the destination device. The source address

fields 509 are used to specify the identifier of the PAN of
the frame’s originator and/or the identifier of the frame
originator. The MAC payload portion 203 of the BND
frame includes data and formatting that is specific to the
DAMC protocol. Specifically, the MAC payload portion
203 of the BND frame includes a DAMC protocol broad-
cast payload 513 that is defined in accordance with the
DAMC protocol.
[0058] The broadcast payload 513 is defined in accord-
ance with the DAMC protocol, and is delineated into a
number of fields for providing information, instructions,
and data to facilitate network management and utilization
of tag devices. The tag and reader devices are defined
to parse and understand the DAMC protocol broadcast
payload as conveyed through the BND frame. The DAMC
protocol broadcast payload structure 513 includes the
following fields:

• Device Type Field 519
• Message Type (0xff) Field 521
• Alternate Channel Field 523
• Broadcast Interval Field 525
• Response Interval Field 527
• Option Field 529
• Data Field 531
• CRC (cyclic redundancy check) Field 533.

[0059] The Device Type Field 519 includes data that
identifies a device type of the broadcast packet sending
device. The device type data values shown in Figure 3C
for different types of sending devices within the beacon
network are equally applicable to different types of send-
ing devices within the broadcast network. In one embod-
iment, tag devices can be operated to log interactions
with specific device types. Also, the available Device
Type Field 519 data values and corresponding device
type categories within the DAMC protocol, as shown in
Figure 3C, allow for extension and interoperability of the
DAMC protocol with other device types or network types.
[0060] The Message Type Field 521 identifies to the
tag device what type of message, i.e., what type of data,
is included within the broadcast packet. Figure 4B shows
a chart of Message Type Field 521 values and their cor-
responding data descriptions, in accordance with one
embodiment of the present invention. In the embodiment
of Figure 4B, the broadcast packet can convey command
data, general data, acknowledgment status (ACK or
NAK), among other types of data. Also, the broadcast
packet can be used for broadcast network discovery by
specifying the value 0xFF in the Message Type Field 521.
[0061] The Alternate Channel Field 523 is used to iden-
tify an alternate radio channel that should be used by the
tag device for network association. In one embodiment,
the Alternate Channel Field 523 is 1 byte in size. In this
embodiment, the MSB of the Alternate Channel Field 523
is used to indicate whether or not use of the alternate
channel by the tag device is mandatory, e.g., with 0 in-
dicating non-mandatory and 1 indicating mandatory. If
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the specified alternate channel is different from the cur-
rent channel over which the broadcast packet is received,
the tag device is defined to use the specified alternate
channel for transmitting its network association request
and subsequent data transmissions to the reader device.
In one embodiment, possible alternate channel values
include 11 through 26. It should be appreciated that the
availability of the alternate channel specification in the
Alternate Channel Field 523 provides for direction of the
tag device to transmit more lengthy data communications
on non-hailing channels, thereby freeing up the hailing
channels to enable contact with more tag devices within
range of the broadcast transmitting reader device.
[0062] The Broadcast Interval Field 525 is used to
specify an integer value in seconds of the dwell time of
the DAMC protocol, i.e., the time between each broad-
cast period. In one embodiment, the Broadcast Interval
Field 525 is 1 byte in size. A Broadcast Interval Field 525
value of 0 indicates that broadcast packets are transmit-
ted continuously with no dwell time. A Broadcast Interval
Field 525 value of 1 to 255 indicates that the dwell time
is defined by that number of seconds. For example, a
Broadcast Interval Field 525 value of 60 indicates a dwell
time of 60 seconds. In one embodiment, a dwell time for
a long-range reader device (800 to 1,000 meter range)
is 60 seconds. Also, in one embodiment, a dwell time for
short-range reader device (50 to 100 meters) is 15 sec-
onds. However, it should be understood that the dwell
times in the above-mentioned embodiments are provided
as examples only. The dwell time can be set to any suit-
able value between 1 and 255 seconds, depending on
the particular network conditions.
[0063] The Response Interval Field 527 is used to
specify an integer value of broadcast intervals, as spec-
ified in the Broadcast Interval Field 525, that a tag device
can go before it must communicate its status to the reader
device in order to remain connected to the network. The
Response Interval Field 527 value allows the tag device
to reduce power consumption by responding with tag de-
vice status data at a network specified interval. Also, the
Response Interval Field 527 value serves to randomize
and distribute data traffic on the network based on timing
of network association with tag devices. In one embodi-
ment, the Response Interval Field 527 is 1 byte in size.
A Response Interval Field 527 value of 0 indicates that
the tag device should never respond to the reader device
without first being requested/instructed to respond by the
reader device. A Response Interval Field 527 value of 1
to 255 is a multiplier on the dwell time to establish the
unsolicited response interval for the tag device. For ex-
ample, a Response Interval Field 527 value of 30, with
a Broadcast Interval Field 525 value of 60, indicates that
the tag device should provide its unsolicited status to the
reader device within 1800 seconds (30*60 seconds) of
providing its most recent status communication.
[0064] The Option Field 529 includes a data value that
identifies the types of optional data fields present in the
Data Field 531 of the BND frame transmission. In one

embodiment, there can be up to 255 different types of
option data fields in the Data Field 531. Based on data
type specification in the Option Field 529, the tag device
will be informed as to how the DAMC protocol broadcast
payload data (Data Field 531) should be decoded. In one
embodiment, the most significant bit (MSB) of the Option
Field 529 is used to identify the type of data and how to
decode the data in the Data Field 531. Similar to the
beacon method, Figure 3D shows a chart of MSB setting
within the Option Field 529 and its corresponding mean-
ing, in accordance with one embodiment of the present
invention.
[0065] As shown in Figure 3D, if the MSB is 0x00, then
the Data Field 531 is to be considered empty. If the MSB
is 0x80, then the remaining 7 bits of the Option Field 529
are to be interpreted as a bitmask indicating what types
of data are present in the Data Field 531, and correspond-
ingly, how the data in the Data Field 531 is to be parsed
and processed by the tag device. Similar to the beacon
method, Figure 3E shows a chart of bitmask values used
in the Option Field 529 and their corresponding data
types to be considered present in the Data Field 531, in
accordance with one embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
[0066] The Data Field 531 includes the data corre-
sponding to the data type indication provided within the
Option Field 319. As with the beacon method, examples
of various types of Data Field 531 data that can be trans-
mitted in the broadcast method are shown in Figure 3E,
in accordance with one embodiment of the present in-
vention. The CRC Field 533 includes the CRC data val-
ues associated with the data of the DAMC protocol broad-
cast payload 513. In one embodiment, the CRC data is
computed according to an industry standard CRC spec-
ification, such as CRC CCITT (0xffff). It should be appre-
ciated that the use of CRC data specific to the DAMC
protocol broadcast payload 513 serves to strengthen the
802.15.4 error detection associated with the MAC frame.
[0067] Once a tag device discovers a broadcast net-
work through receipt and processing of the BND frame,
the tag device can receive a number of additional type
of communications through the broadcast network.
These additional type of communications include com-
mands, data, and acknowledgements, among others.
These additional types of communications are transmit-
ted through the beacon network in DAMC protocol com-
mand frames, DAMC protocol data frames, and DAMC
protocol acknowledgment frames, respectively.

DAMC Protocol Command Frame

[0068] Figure 5 shows a command frame structure of
the DAMC protocol, in accordance with one embodiment
of the present invention. The DAMC protocol command
frame structure includes the following fields:

• FCF 207
• Sequence Number Field 209
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• Address Fields 211, including:

+ Destination PAN ID (personal area network
identifier) 505
+ Destination 8 byte IEEE MAC Address Field
551
+ Source Address Fields 509

• Auxiliary Security Header Field 213
• MAC payload portion 203, including:

+ DAMC Command Payload 553

• MFR 205, including FCS.

[0069] The FCF 207, sequence number field 209, aux-
iliary security header field 213, and MFR 205 are the
same as discussed above with regard to the MAC frame
structure. The MAC payload portion 203 includes data
and formatting that is specific to the DAMC protocol. Spe-
cifically, the MAC payload portion 203 includes a DAMC
protocol command payload 553 that is defined in accord-
ance with the DAMC protocol.
[0070] The DAMC protocol command payload 553 is
delineated into a number of fields for providing informa-
tion, instructions, and data to facilitate network manage-
ment and utilization of tag devices. Tag and reader de-
vices are defined to parse and understand the DAMC
protocol command payload 553 as conveyed through the
MAC frame.
[0071] The DAMC protocol command payload 553
structure includes the following fields:

• Device Type Field 519
• Message Type Field 521 (Set equal to 0)
• Command Length Field 561
• Command Identifier (ID) Field 563 (2 bytes)
• Command Data Field 565
• CRC/MIC (message integrity code) Field 567.

[0072] The device type field 519 identifies the type of
device that is sending the DAMC protocol command. The
message type field 521 is set equal to 0 to indicate that
the MAC frame is a command frame. The command
length field 561 specifies how long, i.e., how many bytes,
the command data is in the present command frame. The
command ID field 563 specifies a type of command con-
veyed by the present command frame. In one embodi-
ment, there are 65536 different possible command iden-
tifiers. The command data field 565 includes the data for
the commands identified in the command ID field 563.
The CRC/MIC field 567 includes CRC data if encryption
is not enabled, and includes an 8 byte MIC if encryption
is enabled.
[0073] In one embodiment, through the DAMC protocol
command frame, a reader device can command an as-
sociated remote asset, i.e., tag device, as in a peer-to-
peer network topology. In this embodiment, the broad-

cast short address (0xFF 0xFF) 507 in the BND frame is
replaced with the long address of the targeted remote
asset, i.e., targeted tag device, in the destination 8 byte
IEEE MAC address field 551. The broadcast network dis-
covery can issue a single command or it can indicate that
the remote asset tag device should remain active for a
specified amount of time. The remote tag device can stay
active for some amount of time to complete commanding
operations with the reader device. In some instances,
the remote asset tag device can temporarily switch to an
alternate radio channel indicated in the BND frame.

DAMC Protocol Data Frame

[0074] Figure 6 shows a data frame structure of the
DAMC protocol, in accordance with one embodiment of
the present invention. The DAMC protocol data frame
structure includes the following fields:

• FCF 207
• Sequence Number Field 209
• Address Fields 211, including:

+ Destination PAN ID (personal area network
identifier) 505
+ Destination 8 byte IEEE MAC Address Field
551
+ Source Address Fields 509

• Auxiliary Security Header Field 213
• MAC payload portion 203, including:

+ DAMC Protocol Data Payload 601

• MFR 205, including FCS.

[0075] The FCF 207, sequence number field 209, aux-
iliary security header field 213, and MFR 205 are the
same as discussed above with regard to the MAC frame
structure. The destination PAN ID field 505, destination
8 byte IEEE MAC address field 551, and source address
fields 509 are the same as those described above with
regard to the DAMC protocol command frame of Figure
5. The MAC payload portion 203 includes data and for-
matting that is specific to the DAMC protocol. Specifically,
the MAC payload portion 203 includes a DAMC protocol
data payload 601 that is defined in accordance with the
DAMC protocol.
[0076] The DAMC protocol data payload 601 is delin-
eated into a number of fields for providing information,
instructions, and data to facilitate network management
and utilization of tag devices. Tag and reader devices
are defined to parse and understand the DAMC protocol
data payload 601 as conveyed through the MAC frame.
[0077] The DAMC protocol data payload 601 structure
includes the following fields:

• Device Type Field 519
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• Message Type Field 521 (Set equal to 1)
• Data Length Field 603
• Packet Identifier (ID) Field 605 (2 bytes)
• Data Field 607
• CRC/MIC Field 567.

[0078] The device type field 519 identifies the type of
device that is sending the DAMC protocol data. The mes-
sage type field 521 is set equal to 1 to indicate that the
MAC frame is a DAMC protocol data frame. The data
length field 603 specifies how many bytes the data in-
cludes in the present data frame. The packet ID field 605
includes 2 bytes. The MSB of the first byte of the packet
ID field 605 is reserved to specify whether or not the
included data is stored data, i.e., non-real-time data. In
one embodiment, an MSB value of 1 specifies stored
data, and an MSB of 0 specifies real-time data. With the
2 bytes of the packet ID field 605, there can be up to
32768 different packet identifiers defined. The data field
607 includes the data corresponding to the packet ID
field 605. The CRC/MIC field 567 includes CRC data if
encryption is not enabled, and includes an 8 byte MIC if
encryption is enabled. In one embodiment, commercial
proprietary data conveyed through the DAMC protocol
data frame may be protected with encryption, and this
protection may be done on a per trip basis.
[0079] The DAMC protocol data frame can be used to
convey any of the following types of data, among others:

• Health and status data of remote assets as moni-
tored through tag device

• Tracking and GPS data, if tag device equipped with
GPS receiver

• Engineering data of tag device (battery status, tim-
ers, etc.)

• Parameters and commissioning data of tag device
for trips

• Logged reader data, including locations and reader
names

• Time tagged stored data and real-time data during
"transit reads" of tag device

DAMC Protocol Acknowledgement Frame

[0080] Figure 7 shows an acknowledgement
(ACK/NAK) frame structure of the DAMC protocol, in ac-
cordance with one embodiment of the present invention.
The term ACK refers to an acknowledgement without er-
rors. The term NAK refers to an acknowledgement with
errors. The DAMC protocol ACK/NAK frame structure
includes the following fields:

• FCF 207
• Sequence Number Field 209
• Address Fields 211, including:

+ Destination PAN ID (personal area network
identifier) 505

+ Destination 8 byte IEEE MAC Address Field
551
+ Source Address Fields 509

• Auxiliary Security Header Field 213
• MAC payload portion 203, including:

+ DAMC Protocol ACK/NAK Payload 701

• MFR 205, including FCS.

[0081] The FCF 207, sequence number field 209, aux-
iliary security header field 213, and MFR 205 are the
same as discussed above with regard to the MAC frame
structure. The destination PAN ID field 505, destination
8 byte IEEE MAC address field 551, and source address
fields 509 are the same as those described above with
regard to the DAMC protocol command frame of Figure
5. The MAC payload portion 203 includes data and for-
matting that is specific to the DAMC protocol. Specifically,
the MAC payload portion 203 includes a DAMC protocol
ACK/NAK payload 701 that is defined in accordance with
the DAMC protocol.
[0082] The DAMC protocol ACK/NAK payload 701 is
delineated into a number of fields for providing informa-
tion, instructions, and data to facilitate network manage-
ment and utilization of tag devices. Tag and reader de-
vices are defined to parse and understand the DAMC
protocol ACK/NAK payload 701 as conveyed through the
MAC frame.
[0083] The DAMC protocol ACK/NAK payload 701
structure includes the following fields:

• Device Type Field 519
• Message Type Field 521 (Set equal to 2)
• ACK Length Field 703
• ACK Value Field 705
• Sequence Number Field 707
• Packet ID Field 709
• Ready Field 711
• Command Count Field 713
• Wake Timer Field 715
• Network Channel Field 717
• CRC/MIC Field 567.

[0084] The device type field 519 identifies the type of
device that is sending the DAMC protocol ACK/NAK
frame. The message type field 521 is set equal to 2 to
indicate that the MAC frame is a DAMC protocol
ACK/NAK frame. The ACK length field 703 specifies the
length in bytes of the ACK/NAK frame payload 701. The
ACK value field 705 specifies whether or not the
ACK/NAK frame represents an ACK (successful ac-
knowledgement) or NAK (unsuccessful acknowledge-
ment). In one embodiment, an ACK value field 705 value
of 0x02 identifies an ACK, and an ACK value field 705
value of 0x00 identifies a NAK.
[0085] The sequence number field 707 specifies the
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sequence number of the received frame that is being
acknowledged. The sequence number of the received
frame is transmitted in the sequence number field 209 of
the received frame. The packet ID field 709 specifies the
identifier of the packet that is being acknowledged, when
the ACK value field 705 specifies an ACK. The packet
ID field 709 specifies the error type, when the ACK value
field 705 specifies a NAK. The ready field 711 specifies
whether or not the acknowledging device is ready to re-
ceive more data. In one embodiment, a value of 0 in the
ready field 711 specifies that the acknowledging device
is ready to receive more data. Any value other than 0 in
the ready field 711 specifies a number of seconds of delay
requested by the acknowledging device before receiving
more data.
[0086] The command count field 713 specifies a value
of an incrementing counter that indicates a sequence
number of processed commands. The wake timer field
715 specifies a value of a sleep timer that the sending
device is using. The network channel field 717 specifies
a current network channel that the sending device is uti-
lizing for data transfers. The CRC/MIC field 567 includes
CRC data if encryption is not enabled, and includes an
8 byte MIC if encryption is enabled. Also, the DAMC pro-
tocol ACK/NAK frame can be encrypted to improve se-
curity.
[0087] As discussed above, in addition to acknowledg-
ing receipt of network communication frames, the DAMC
protocol ACK/NAK frame can be used to convey com-
mand count, sleep parameters, active network channel,
and flow control information. Also, in the event of a NAK,
the DAMC protocol ACK/NAK protocol frame can be used
to return error conditions to the sender in the event of a
failed transmission. For example, the error conditions
may include CRC error, encryption error, command error,
among others. The sending device can be defined to re-
spond to the identified error condition in prescribed man-
ner. For example, in response to a CRC error identifica-
tion, the sending device can be defined to immediately
resend the failed transmission. In response to an encryp-
tion error identification, the sending device can be de-
fined to halt resending of the failed transmission. In re-
sponse to a command error identification, the sending
device can be defined to consider that the target device
is out of range or there is missing command data, and
halt resending of the failed transmission.

DAMC Protocol Encryption

[0088] In the DAMC protocol, packet encryption for link
level communication is optional. Also, networks can op-
erate using the DAMC protocol in both unencrypted and
encrypted modes simultaneously to enable protection of
commercial proprietary data. If a DAMC protocol frame
(beacon, BND, command, data, or acknowledgement) is
encrypted, the encryption bit in the frame control field
(FCF) 207 is set to indicate encryption. Encrypted DAMC
protocol frames include a 5 byte nonce at the start of the

MAC payload 203. The nonce format is defined per IEEE
802.15.4. With the DAMC protocol, encryption keys can
be implicit or explicit (802.15.4 key mode can be 0, 1, 2,
or 3). It should be understood that encryption key man-
agement is performed during the network association
process.
[0089] The straight IEEE 802.15.4 encryption methods
include some weaknesses. For example, under
802.15.4, ACK/NAK frames are neither addressed nor
encrypted. This leaves the standard 802.15.4 communi-
cation open to "man in the middle" attacks that can inhibit
communication delivery re-tries. Also, under 802.15.4, a
noise burst followed by a forged ACK can be used to
maliciously cancel a message. Additionally, 802.15.4 in-
tegrated circuits support limited space for access control
list. As a result, multiple encryption methods and keys
require API management. Also, having to use a separate
nonce for each node presents a risk during power down.
And, the loss of access control list state during power
down can result in the drop of the network. Further, be-
cause straight 802.15.4 encryption uses a "blind" nonce,
it is possible for the nonce sequence to be lost during
power down.
[0090] Also, when utilizing the advanced encryption
standard (AES) in counter (CTR) mode under 802.15.4,
a denial of service can be caused by an entity maliciously
forging a packet with a maximum nonce counter. With
the AES CTR mode of encryption, the network is highly
vulnerable to being disabled due to the lack of the MAC
inserted within the 802.15.4 packet. Also, with the AES
CTR mode of encryption, when copying packets with new
addresses, authentication codes must include the ad-
dresses. Additionally, when utilizing AES in cipher block
chaining (CBC) mode under 802.15.4, the network com-
munication is vulnerable to replay attacks due to the ab-
sence of counter mode protection.
[0091] The DAMC protocol provides improvements to
address the above-mentioned weaknesses of the
straight 802.15.4 encryption methods. Specifically, the
DAMC protocol provides for encryption and authentica-
tion of acknowledgements (ACK’s), which provides for
elimination of forged acknowledgments. Also, in the
DAMC protocol, ACK’s are managed at the application
level. Therefore, devices that are 802.15.4 compliant can
continue to operate under the DAMC protocol. Addition-
ally, the DAMC protocol provides for utilization of AES-
CCM-MAC-64 mode of encryption. This mode of encryp-
tion satisfies minimum requirements, addresses replay
attacks and authentication, and provides a strong mes-
sage authentication code with less overhead. Further,
the DAMC protocol allows the nonce to be transmitted in
the clear. This serves to minimize the risk of network
shutdown due to synchronization errors.

Exemplary Embodiments

[0092] Figure 8 shows a flowchart of a method for wire-
less network operation, in accordance with one embod-
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iment of the present invention. The method includes an
operation 801 in which a communication frame is suc-
cessively transmitted at a defined interval during a first
period of time. The first period of time can refer to either
the beacon period or the broadcast period as previously
discussed. The method also includes an operation 803
in which, after the first period of time, transmission of the
communication frame is ceased for a second period of
time. The second period of time can refer to the dwell
time as previously discussed with regard to the beacon
and broadcast methods of network discovery. The meth-
od further includes an operation 805 in which, after the
second period of time, the method reverts back to oper-
ation 801.
[0093] In one embodiment, the defined interval be-
tween successive communication frame transmissions
is set within a range extending from 6 milliseconds to 19
milliseconds. Also, in one embodiment, the first period
of time has a duration of 1 second. Also, in one embod-
iment, the second period of time has a duration within a
range extending from 1 second to 255 seconds.
[0094] In one embodiment, the communication frame
in the method of Figure 8 is a medium access control
(MAC) frame of an IEEE 802.15.4 communication proto-
col. In one embodiment, the MAC frame is formatted as
a beacon frame, and the beacon frame includes a pay-
load portion that is formatted in accordance with a dis-
tributed access management (DAMC) protocol separate
from the IEEE 802.15.4 communication protocol. In an-
other embodiment, the MAC frame is formatted as a
broadcast network discovery (BND) frame, and the BND
frame includes a payload portion that is formatted in ac-
cordance with a distributed access management
(DAMC) protocol separate from the IEEE 802.15.4 com-
munication protocol.
[0095] The method of Figure 8 can include operating
a network device to receive and process the communi-
cation frame. Also, the method can include operating the
network device to respond to the communication frame
by sending a request to join a network to a device from
which the communication frame was transmitted. The
device from which the communication frame was trans-
mitted can be operated to either allow the network device
to join the network or to deny the network device from
joining the network.
[0096] Figure 9 shows a flowchart of a method for com-
municating data over a wireless network in accordance
with the distributed asset management (DAMC) protocol,
in accordance with one embodiment of the present in-
vention. The method includes an operation 901 for op-
erating a sending device to generate a MAC frame to be
transmitted over the wireless network. Generating the
MAC frame in operation 901 includes setting a frame
control field of the MAC frame to indicate a frame trans-
mission type. In one embodiment, the frame transmission
type is one of a beacon frame, a broadcast network dis-
covery frame, a data frame, a command frame, and an
acknowledgement frame. Also, generating the MAC

frame in operation 901 includes defining a payload por-
tion of the MAC frame in accordance with a payload spec-
ification of the distributed asset management (DAMC)
protocol corresponding to the indicated frame transmis-
sion type.
[0097] The method also includes an operation 903 in
which the sending device is operated to transmit the gen-
erated MAC frame over the wireless network. In an op-
eration 905, a receiving device is operated to receive the
MAC frame over the wireless network. Then, in an oper-
ation 907, the receiving device is operated to recognize
the MAC frame as the indicated frame transmission type.
The method further includes an operation 909 in which
the receiving device is operated to process the payload
portion of the MAC frame in accordance with the payload
specification of the distributed asset management
(DAMC) protocol corresponding to the indicated frame
transmission type.
[0098] In the method of Figure 9, each of the sending
and receiving devices is compliant with both an IEEE
802.15.4 standard and the distributed asset manage-
ment (DAMC) protocol. Non-payload portions of the MAC
frame are defined to be processed by wireless commu-
nication devices that are compliant with the IEEE
802.15.4 standard. And, payload portions of the MAC
frame are defined to be processed by wireless commu-
nication devices that are compliant with the distributed
asset management (DAMC) protocol.
[0099] In one embodiment, the frame transmission
type in the method of Figure 9 is a beacon frame. In this
embodiment, the payload specification of the distributed
asset management (DAMC) protocol corresponding to
the beacon frame includes:

• an identification of a device type of the sending de-
vice,

• an identification of a type of data included within a
data portion of the payload of the beacon frame,

• an identification of an alternate channel to be used
for subsequent communication,

• a specification of a beacon interval duration of the
sending device,

• a specification of an association timeout duration for
the receiving device,

• a specification of a response interval duration for the
receiving device,

• a specification of a length of data included within the
data portion of the payload of the beacon frame,

• the data portion of the payload of the beacon frame,
and

• a specification of cyclic redundancy data associated
with the payload of the beacon frame.

[0100] In one embodiment, the type of data included
within the data portion of the payload of the beacon frame
includes one or more of device date and time, device
identification, device location, device velocity, and device
differential global positioning system correction. Also, in
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one embodiment, the beacon interval duration of the
sending device is an integer value in seconds between
successive beacon periods. In this embodiment, each
beacon period is a duration of time during which MAC
frames of the beacon frame type are successively trans-
mitted at a set interval. In one embodiment, the beacon
interval duration is within a range extending from 1 sec-
ond to 255 seconds, and the beacon period duration is
1 second, and the set interval is within a range extending
from 6 milliseconds to 19 milliseconds.
[0101] The association timeout duration for the receiv-
ing device is defined as a number of beacon intervals
that should pass without communication before the re-
ceiving device disassociates from the wireless network
of the sending device. Also, the response interval dura-
tion for the receiving device is defined as a maximum
number of beacon intervals that are allowed to pass be-
fore the receiving device should communicate its status
to the sending device.
[0102] In one embodiment, the frame transmission
type in the method of Figure 9 is a broadcast network
discovery frame. In this embodiment, the payload spec-
ification of the distributed asset management (DAMC)
protocol corresponding to the broadcast network discov-
ery frame includes:

• an identification of a device type of the sending de-
vice,

• an identification of a message type as the broadcast
network discovery frame,

• an identification of an alternate channel to be used
for subsequent communication,

• a specification of a broadcast interval duration of the
sending device,

• a specification of a response interval duration for the
receiving device,

• an identification of data types included within the da-
ta portion of the payload of the broadcast network
discovery frame,

• the data portion of the payload of the broadcast net-
work discovery frame, and

• a specification of cyclic redundancy data associated
with the payload of the broadcast network discovery
frame.

[0103] In one embodiment, the type of data included
within the data portion of the payload of the broadcast
network discovery frame includes one or more of device
date and time, device identification, device location, de-
vice velocity, and device differential global positioning
system correction. Also, in one embodiment, the broad-
cast interval duration of the sending device is an integer
value in seconds between successive broadcast periods.
Each broadcast period is a duration of time during which
MAC frames of the broadcast network discovery frame
type are successively transmitted at a set interval. In one
embodiment, the broadcast interval duration is within a
range extending from 1 second to 255 seconds, and the

broadcast period duration is 1 second, and the set interval
is within a range extending from 6 milliseconds to 19 mil-
liseconds. In one embodiment, the response interval du-
ration for the receiving device is a maximum number of
broadcast intervals that are allowed to pass before the
receiving device should communicate its status to the
sending device.
[0104] In one embodiment, the frame transmission
type in the method of Figure 9 is a command frame. In
this embodiment, the payload specification of the distrib-
uted asset management (DAMC) protocol corresponding
to the command frame includes:

• an identification of a device type of the sending de-
vice,

• an identification of a message type as the command
frame,

• a specification of a length of data included within the
data portion of the payload of the command frame,

• an identification of a type of command communicat-
ed in the command frame,

• the data portion of the payload of the command
frame, and

• a specification of cyclic redundancy data associated
with the payload of the command frame.

[0105] In one embodiment, the frame transmission
type in the method of Figure 9 is a data frame. In this
embodiment, the payload specification of the distributed
asset management (DAMC) protocol corresponding to
the data frame includes:

• an identification of a device type of the sending de-
vice,

• an identification of a message type as the data frame,
• a specification of a length of data included within the

data portion of the payload of the data frame,
• an identification of a packet type associated with the

data included within the data portion of the payload
of the data frame,

• the data portion of the payload of the data frame, and
• a specification of cyclic redundancy data associated

with the payload of the data frame.

[0106] In one embodiment, the identification of the
packet type in the data frame includes identification of
the data included within the data portion of the payload
of the data frame as either stored data or real-time data.
[0107] In one embodiment, the frame transmission
type in the method of Figure 9 is a acknowledgement
frame. In this embodiment, the payload specification of
the distributed asset management (DAMC) protocol cor-
responding to the acknowledgement frame includes:

• an identification of a device type of the sending de-
vice,

• an identification of a message type as the acknowl-
edgement frame,
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• a specification of a length of the acknowledgement
frame,

• a specification of an acknowledgement value as ei-
ther successful acknowledgement or failed acknowl-
edgement,

• an identification of a sequence number of a commu-
nication that is acknowledged by the acknowledge-
ment frame,

• an identification of a packet identifier that is acknowl-
edged by the acknowledgement frame in the case
of a successful acknowledgement, or an identifica-
tion of an error type in the case of a failed acknowl-
edgement,

• a specification of a ready state of the sending device,
• a specification of a incrementing counter value indi-

cating a sequence of processed commands,
• a specification of a sleep timer value used by the

sending device,
• an identification of a current network channel used

by the sending device for communication over the
wireless network, and

• a specification of cyclic redundancy data associated
with the payload of the acknowledgement frame.

[0108] In one embodiment, the ready state of the send-
ing device in the acknowledgement frame is specified as
either zero if the sending device is ready to receive more
data, or as a number of seconds greater than zero to be
delayed before the sending device is ready to receive
more data. In either of the embodiments discussed above
with regard to the method of Figure 9, the device type of
the sending device is one of a fixed reader device, a
mobile reader device, a handheld device, and a tag de-
vice.
[0109] Figure 10 shows a diagram of a device 1001
defined to communicate data over a wireless network in
accordance with the distributed asset management
(DAMC) protocol, in accordance with one embodiment
of the present invention. In one embodiment, the device
1001 is one of a fixed reader device, a mobile reader
device, a handheld device, and a tag device. The device
1001 includes a wireless transceiver 1003 and a proces-
sor 1005. The processor 1005 is defined to operate in
conjunction with the wireless transceiver 1003 to transmit
and receive wireless communications in accordance with
the distributed asset management protocol.
[0110] The processor 1005 includes a transmission
module 1007 defined to generate a MAC frame to be
transmitted over the wireless network. Generating the
MAC frame includes setting a frame control field of the
MAC frame to indicate a frame transmission type. In one
embodiment, the frame transmission type is one of a bea-
con frame, a broadcast network discovery frame, a data
frame, a command frame, and an acknowledgement
frame. Generating the MAC frame also includes defining
a payload portion of the MAC frame in accordance with
a payload specification of the distributed asset manage-
ment (DAMC) protocol corresponding to the indicated

frame transmission type. The transmission module 1007
is also defined to direct the wireless transceiver 1003 to
transmit the generated MAC frame over the wireless net-
work.
[0111] The processor 1005 also includes a reception
module 1009 defined to process MAC frames received
through the wireless transceiver 1003 from the wireless
network. The reception module 1009 is defined to rec-
ognize the frame transmission type of the received MAC
frame. The reception module 1009 is also defined to proc-
ess the payload portion of the received MAC frame in
accordance with the payload specification of the distrib-
uted asset management (DAMC) protocol corresponding
to the recognized frame transmission type.
[0112] In one embodiment, the processor 1005 and
wireless transceiver 1003 are defined to be compliant
with both an IEEE 802.15.4 standard and the distributed
asset management (DAMC) protocol. Non-payload por-
tions of the MAC frame are defined to be processed by
wireless communication devices that are compliant with
the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. And, payload portions of
the MAC frame are defined to be processed by wireless
communication devices that are compliant with the dis-
tributed asset management (DAMC) protocol.

mLOCK as Example Tag Device

[0113] To provide an exemplary context for the DAMC
protocol described herein, a brief description is provided
below of an mLOCK device that incorporates an IEEE
802.15.4 compliant integrated circuit radio and sufficient
computing and associated memory capability to imple-
ment the DAMC protocol. It should be understood that
although the DAMC protocol is well-suited for use with
the example mLOCK device described below, the DAMC
protocol is not restricted to use with the example mLOCK
device or to the particular architecture of the example
mLOCK device.
[0114] Figure 11 is an illustration showing an mLOCK
P100 device architecture, in accordance with one em-
bodiment of the present invention. The mLOCK P100
includes a radiofrequency (RF) tracking and communi-
cation system and a security lock mechanism. The
mLOCK P100 includes a processor P103 defined on a
chip P101. The mLOCK P100 also includes a radio P105
defined on the chip P101. The radio P105 operates at an
international frequency and is defined to efficiently man-
age power consumption. In one embodiment, the radio
P105 is defined as an Institute of Electrical and Electron-
ics Engineers (IEEE) 802.15.4 compliant radio P105. The
radio P105 is connected to electrically communicate with
the processor P103. It should be appreciated that imple-
mentation of the IEEE 802.15.4 compliant radio P105
provides for international operation and secure commu-
nications, as well as efficient power management.
[0115] The mLOCK P100 further includes a location
determination device (LDD) P111 defined to electrically
communicate with the processor P103 of the chip P101.
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In one embodiment, the LDD P111 is defined as a Global
Positioning System (GPS) receiver device. Additionally,
the mLOCK P100 includes a power source P143 defined
to supply power to the processor P103, the radio P105,
the LDD P111, and other powered mLOCK P100 com-
ponents as described below with regard to Figure 12. In
various embodiments, the power source P143 is re-
chargeable, and may be supported in a trickle-charging
manner by solar energy. The mLOCK P100 implements
a power management system defined to enable long-
term mLOCK P100 deployment with minimal mainte-
nance.
[0116] The mLOCK P100 is an electronic lock that se-
cures an asset, such as cargo within a shipping container,
by controlling the ability to operate a locking mechanism
of the mLOCK P100 based on proximity to secure net-
works, geographic locations, or via user commands
through a radio link. The locking mechanism of the
mLOCK P100 is secured through a mechanical mecha-
nism that inhibits opening a shackle of the mLOCK P100
unless an electromechanical lock actuator P146 enables
such operation of the mLOCK P100.
[0117] The lock actuator P146 utilizes a motor that is
controlled through power amplified electronics via the
processor P103. The lock actuator P146 functions to pro-
vide power and signal conversion, based on low power
signals generated by the processor P103, to generate
enough power so as to appropriately control operation
of a lock motor. The lock motor is defined to provide me-
chanical locking and unlocking of the mLOCK P100
shackle. In one embodiment, the lock motor is a DC mo-
tor. Also, in one embodiment, a spring is disposed to link
the lock motor output shaft to a cam mechanism that
enables/disables operation of the mLOCK P100, i.e., en-
ables/disables operation of the mLOCK P100 shackle.
In one embodiment, the lock actuator P146 is defined as
an H-Bridge amplifier designed for low voltage DC mo-
tors.
[0118] The mLOCK P100 also includes one or more
lock sensors P148 to determine the lock actuator P146
state (locked or unlocked) and the mLOCK P100 shackle
state. In one embodiment, the lock sensor P148 is a limit
switch that conveys data indicating a discrete state of the
lock actuator P146, i.e., "locked" or "unlocked." The proc-
essor P103 is defined to use the lock sensor P148 signal
data to determine when the lock actuator P146 is in the
correct state during lock actuation, thereby providing
feedback to the processor P103 to enable stop/start con-
trol of the lock motor by the lock actuator P146. If the lock
sensor P148 indicates that the lock mechanism is in the
correct commanded state, the processor P103 will not
take any control actions. The lock sensors P148 can in-
clude a shackle sensor (or cable sensor). The shackle
sensor indicates whether the shackle is actually opened
or closed. Therefore, the shackle sensor is the indicator
that the locking mechanism of the mLOCK P100 has ac-
tually been opened or closed, thereby indicating the se-
curity state of an asset to which the mLOCK P100 is

attached.
[0119] The mLOCK P100 also includes a user interface
display P144 through which visual information can be
conveyed to a user of the mLOCK P100 to enable un-
derstanding of a current state of the mLOCK P100. In
one embodiment, the user interface display P144 is de-
fined as a two line by eight character liquid crystal display.
However, it should be understood that in other embodi-
ments the user interface display P144 can be defined as
essentially any type and size of visual display suitable
for use in electronic components to visually display tex-
tual information, so long as the user interface display
P144 fits within the form factor of the mLOCK P100. In
one embodiment, the mLOCK P100 includes at least one
user activatable button connected to enable selection of
different screens to be rendered on the user interface
display P144. It should be understood that the user in-
terface display P144 provides a user interface to the proc-
essor P103. In one embodiment, the different screens
available for rendering in the user interface display P144
convey information including, but not limited to:

a) the mLOCK P100 identification Number,
b) the mLOCK P100 state (locked or unlocked),
c) the mLOCK P100 location and time (GPS loca-
tion),
d) modem status, if modem is included in mLOCK
P100, and
e) network status, if the mLOCK P100 is currently in
a trusted network area.

[0120] In one embodiment, the mLOCK P100 is de-
fined as a self-contained battery operated device capable
of being attached to an asset, such as a shipping con-
tainer, to provide secure tracking and communications
associated with movement and status of the asset, and
to provide access security for the asset. In certain em-
bodiments, the mLOCK P100 may also be configured to
provide/perform security applications associated with the
asset. Through communication with local and global
communication networks, e.g., beacon and broadcast
networks that implement the DAMC protocol, the mLOCK
P100 is capable of communicating data associated with
its assigned asset and its security state while the asset
is in transit, onboard a conveyance means (e.g., ship,
truck, train), and/or in terminal.
[0121] As will be appreciated from the following de-
scription, the mLOCK P100 provides complete autono-
mous location determination and logging of asset posi-
tion (latitude and longitude) anywhere in the world. The
mLOCK P100 electronics provide an ability to store data
associated with location waypoints, security events, and
status in a non-volatile memory onboard the mLOCK
P100. The mLOCK P100 is also defined to support seg-
regation and prioritization of data storage in the non-vol-
atile memory. Communication of commercial and/or se-
curity content associated with mLOCK P100 operation,
including data generated by external devices interfaced
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to the mLOCK P100, can be virtually and/or physically
segregated in the non-volatile memory.
[0122] Moreover, in one embodiment, a wireless com-
munication system of the mLOCK P100 is defined to de-
tect and negotiate network access with network gate-
ways at long-range. The mLOCK P100 processor P103
is defined to perform all necessary functions to securely
authenticate a serial number of the mLOCK P100, pro-
vide encrypted bi-directional communication between
the mLOCK P100 and a reader device within a wireless
network, and maintain network connectivity when in
range of a network gateway.
[0123] In one embodiment, the various components of
the mLOCK P100 are disposed on a printed circuit board,
with required electrical connections between the various
components made through conductive traces defined
within the printed circuit board. In one exemplary embod-
iment, the printed circuit board of the mLOCK P100 is a
low cost, rigid, four layer, 0.062" FR-4 dielectric fiber-
glass substrate. However, it should be understood that
in other embodiments, other types of printed circuit
boards or assemblies of similar function may be utilized
as a platform for support and interconnection of the var-
ious mLOCK P100 components. In one particular em-
bodiment, the chip P101 is defined as a model
CC2430-64 chip manufactured by Texas Instruments,
and the LDD P111 is implemented as a model GSC3f/LP
single chip ASIC manufactured by SiRF.
[0124] Figure 12 is an illustration showing a schematic
of the mLOCK P100 of Figure 11, in accordance with one
embodiment of the present invention. In various exem-
plary embodiments, the chip P101 that includes both the
processor P103 and the radio P105 can be implemented
as either of the following chips, among others:

a model CC2430 chip manufactured by Texas In-
struments,
a model CC2431 chip manufactured by Texas In-
struments,
a model CC2420 chip manufactured by Texas In-
struments,
a model MC13211 chip manufactured by Freescale,
a model MC13212 chip manufactured by Freescale,
or
a model MC13213 chip manufactured by Freescale.

[0125] In each of the above-identified chip P101 em-
bodiments, the radio P105 is defined as an IEEE 802.15.4
compliant radio that operates at a frequency of 2.4 GHz
(gigaHertz). It should be understood, that the type of chip
P101 may vary in other embodiments, so long as the
radio P105 is defined to operate at an international fre-
quency and provide power management capabilities ad-
equate to satisfy mLOCK P100 operation and deploy-
ment requirements. Additionally, the type of chip P101
may vary in other embodiments, so long as the processor
P103 is capable of servicing the requirements of the
mLOCK P100 when necessary, and enables communi-

cation via the radio P105 implemented onboard the chip
P101. Also, the chip P101 includes a memory P104, such
as a random access memory (RAM), that is read and
write accessible by the processor P103 for storage of
data associated with mLOCK P100 operation.
[0126] The mLOCK P100 also includes a power am-
plifier P107 and a low noise amplifier (LNA) P137 to im-
prove the communication range of the radio P105. The
radio P105 is connected to receive and transmit RF sig-
nals through a receive/transmit (RX/TX) switch P139, as
indicated by arrow P171. A transmit path for the radio
P105 extends from the radio P105 to the switch P139,
as indicated by arrow P171, then from the switch P139
to the power amplifier P107, as indicated by arrow P179,
then from the power amplifier P107 to another RX/TX
switch P141, as indicated by arrow P183, then from the
RX/TX switch P141 to a radio antenna P109, as indicated
by arrow P185.
[0127] A receive path for the radio P105 extends from
the radio antenna P109 to the RX/TX switch P141, as
indicated by arrow P185, then from the RX/TX switch
P141 to the LNA P137, as indicated by arrow P181, then
from the LNA P137 to the RX/TX switch P139, as indi-
cated by arrow P177, then from the RX/TX switch P139
to the radio P105, as indicated by arrow P171. The RX/TX
switches P139 and P141 are defined to operate cooper-
atively such that the transmit and receive paths for the
radio P105 can be isolated from each other when per-
forming transmission and reception operations, respec-
tively. In other words, the RX/TX switches P139 and P141
can be operated to route RF signals through the power
amplifier P107 during transmission, and around the pow-
er amplifier P107 during reception. Therefore, the RF
power amplifier P107 output can be isolated from the RF
input of the radio P105.
[0128] In one embodiment, each of the RX/TX switches
P139 and P141 is defined as a model HMC174MS8
switch manufactured by Hittite. However, it should be
understood that in other embodiments each of the RX/TX
switches P139 and P141 can be defined as another type
of RF switch so long as it is capable of transitioning be-
tween transmit and receive channels in accordance with
a control signal. Also, in one embodiment, the power am-
plifier P107 is defined as a model HMC414MS8 2.4 GHz
power amplifier manufactured by Hittite. However, it
should be understood that in other embodiments the
power amplifier P107 can be defined as another type of
amplifier so long as it is capable of processing RF signals
for long-range communication and is power manageable
in accordance with a control signal. In one embodiment,
the power amplifier P107 and RX/TX switches P139 and
P141 can be combined into a single device, such as the
model CC2591 device manufactured by Texas Instru-
ments by way of example.
[0129] The mLOCK P100 is further equipped with an
RX/TX control circuit P189 defined to direct cooperative
operation of the RX/TX switches P139 and P141, and to
direct power control of the power amplifier P107 and LNA
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P137. The RX/TX control circuit P189 receives an RX/TX
control signal from the chip P101, as indicated by arrow
P191. In response to the RX/TX control signal, the RX/TX
control circuit P189 transmits respective control signals
to the RX/TX switches P139 and P141, as indicated by
arrows P193 and P195, respectively, such that continuity
is established along either the transmission path or the
receive path, as directed by the RX/TX control signal re-
ceived from the chip P101. Also, in response to the RX/TX
control signal, the RX/TX control circuit P189 transmits
a power control signal to the power amplifier P107, as
indicated by arrow P201. This power control signal di-
rects the power amplifier P107 to power up when the RF
transmission path is to be used, and to power down when
the RF transmission path is to be idled.
[0130] In one embodiment, the LDD Pill includes a
processor P113 and a memory P115, such as a RAM,
wherein the memory P115 is read and write accessible
by the processor P113 for storage of data associated
with LDD P111 operation. In one embodiment, the LDD
P111 and chip P101 are interfaced together, as indicated
by arrow P161, such that the processor P103 of the chip
P101 can communicate with the processor P113 of the
LDD P111 to enable programming of the LDD P111. In
various embodiments, the interface between the LDD
P111 and chip P101 may be implemented using a serial
port, such as a universal serial bus (USB), conductive
traces on the mLOCK P100 printed circuit board, or es-
sentially any other type of interface suitable for convey-
ance of digital signals. Additionally, it should be under-
stood that in some embodiments, the processor P113 of
the LDD P111 can be defined to work in conjunction with,
or as an alternate to, the processor P103 of chip P101
in servicing the requirements of the mLOCK P100 when
necessary.
[0131] Also, in one embodiment, a pin of the LDD P111
is defined for use as an external interrupt pin to enable
wakeup of the LDD P111 from a low power mode of op-
eration, i.e., sleep mode. For example, the chip P101 can
be connected to the external interrupt pin of the LDD
P111 to enable communication of a wakeup signal from
the chip P101 to the LDD P111, as indicated by arrow
165. The LDD P111 is further connected to the chip P101
to enable communication of data from the LDD P111 to
the chip P101, as indicated by arrow P163.
[0132] The LDD P111 is also defined to receive an RF
signal, as indicated by arrow P157. The RF signal re-
ceived by the LDD P111 is transmitted from the LDD
antenna P121 to a low noise amplifier (LNA) P117, as
indicated by arrow P159. Then, the RF signal is trans-
mitted from the LNA P117 to a signal filter P119, as in-
dicated by arrow P155. Then, the RF signal is transmitted
from the filter P119 to the LDD P111, as indicated by
arrow P157.
[0133] Additionally, in one embodiment, the LDD P111
is defined as a single chip ASIC, including an onboard
flash memory P115 and an ARM processor core P113.
For example, in various embodiments, the LDD P111

can be implemented as either of the following types of
GPS receivers, among others:

a model GSC3f/LP GPS receiver manufactured by
SiRF,
a model GSC2f/LP GPS receiver manufactured by
SiRF,
a model GSC3e/LP GPS receiver manufactured by
SiRF,
a model NX3 GPS receiver manufactured by Nemer-
ix, or
a model NJ030A GPS receiver manufactured by
Nemerix.

[0134] The LNA P117 and signal filter P119 are pro-
vided to amplify and clean the RF signal received from
the LDD antenna P121. In one embodiment, the LNA
P117 can be implemented as an L-Band device, such as
an 18 dBi low noise amplifier. For example, in this em-
bodiment the LNA P117 can be implemented as a model
UPC8211TK amplifier manufactured by NEC. In another
embodiment, the LNA P117 can be implemented as a
model BGA615L7 amplifier manufactured by Infineon.
Also, the LNA P117 is defined to have a control input for
receiving control signals from the LDD P111, as indicated
by arrow P153. Correspondingly, the LNA P117 is de-
fined to understand and operate in accordance with the
control signals received from the LDD P111. In the em-
bodiment where the LDD P111 is implemented as the
model GSC3f/LP GPS receiver by SiRF, a GPIO4 pin on
the GSC3f/LP chip can be used to control the LNA P117
power, thereby enabling the LNA P117 to be powered
down and powered up in accordance with a control al-
gorithm.
[0135] In one embodiment, the signal filter P119 is de-
fined as an L-Band device, such as a Surface Acoustic
Wave (SAW) filter. For example, in one embodiment, the
signal filter P119 is implemented as a model
B39162B3520U410 SAW filter manufactured by EPCOS
Inc. As previously stated, an output of the signal filter
P119 is connected to an RF input of the LDD P111, as
indicated by arrow P157. In one embodiment, a 50 ohm
micro-strip trace on the printed circuit board of the
mLOCK P100 is used to connect the output of the signal
filter P119 to the RF input of the LDD P111. Also, in one
embodiment, the signal filter P119 is tuned to pass RF
signals at 1575 MHz to the RF input of the LDD P111.
[0136] The mLOCK 100 also includes a data interface
P123 defined to enable electrical connection of various
external devices to the LDD P111 and chip P101 of the
mLOCK P100. For example, in one embodiment, the chip
P101 includes a number of reconfigurable general pur-
pose interfaces that are electrically connected to respec-
tive pins of the data interface P123. Thus, in this embod-
iment, an external device (such as a sensor for commer-
cial and/or security applications) can be electrically con-
nected to communicate with the chip P101 through the
data interface P123, as indicated by arrow P169. The
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LDD P111 is also connected to the data interface P123
to enable electrical communication between an external
entity and the LDD P111, as indicated by arrow P167.
For example, an external entity may be connected to the
LDD P111 through the data interface P123 to program
the LDD P111. It should be appreciated that the data
interface P123 can be defined in different ways in various
embodiments. For example, in one embodiment, the data
interface P123 is defined as a serial interface including
a number of pins to which an external device may con-
nect. In other example, the data interface may be defined
as a USB interface, among others.
[0137] The mLOCK 100 also includes an extended
memory P135 connected to the processor P103 of the
chip P101, as indicated by arrow P175. The extended
memory P135 is defined as a non-volatile memory that
can be accessed by the processor P103 for data storage
and retrieval. In one embodiment, the extended memory
P135 is defined as a solid-state non-volatile memory,
such as a flash memory. The extended memory P135
can be defined to provide segmented non-volatile stor-
age, and can be controlled by the software executed on
the processor P103. In one embodiment, separate blocks
of memory within the extended memory P135 can be
allocated for dedicated use by either security applications
or commercial applications. In one embodiment, the ex-
tended memory P135 is a model M25P10-A flash mem-
ory manufactured by ST Microelectronics. In another em-
bodiment, the extended memory P135 is a model
M25PE20 flash memory manufactured by Numonyx. It
should be understood that in other embodiments, many
other different types of extended memory P135 may be
utilized so long as the extended memory P135 can be
operably interfaced with the processor P103.
[0138] The mLOCK P100 also includes a motion sen-
sor P133 in electrical communication with the chip P101,
i.e., with the processor P103, as indicated by arrow P173.
The motion sensor P133 is defined to detect physical
movement of the mLOCK P100, and thereby detect phys-
ical movement of the asset to which the mLOCK P100
is affixed. The processor P103 is defined to receive mo-
tion detection signals from the motion sensor P133, and
based on the received motion detection signals deter-
mine an appropriate mode of operation for the mLOCK
P100. Many different types of motion sensors P133 may
be utilized in various embodiments. For example, in some
embodiments, the motion sensor P133 may be defined
as an accelerometer, a gyro, a mercury switch, a micro-
pendulum, among other types. Also, in one embodiment,
the mLOCK P100 may be equipped with multiple motion
sensors P133 in electrical communication with the chip
P101. Use of multiple motion sensors P133 may be im-
plemented to provide redundancy and/or diversity in
sensing technology/stimuli. For example, in one embod-
iment, the motion sensor P133 is a model ADXL330 mo-
tion sensor manufactured by Analog Devices. In another
exemplary embodiment, the motion sensor P133 is a
model ADXL311 accelerometer manufactured by Analog

Devices. In yet another embodiment, the motion sensor
P133 is a model ADXRS50 gyro manufactured by Analog
Devices.
[0139] The mLOCK P100 also includes a voltage reg-
ulator P187 connected to the power source P143. The
voltage regulator P187 is defined to provide a minimum
power dropout when the power source P143 is imple-
mented as a battery. The voltage regulator P187 is further
defined to provide optimized voltage control and regula-
tion to the powered components of the mLOCK P100. In
one embodiment, a capacitive filter is connected at the
output of the voltage regulator P187 to work in conjunc-
tion with a tuned bypass circuit between the power plane
of the mLOCK P100 and a ground potential, so as to
minimize noise and RF coupling with the LNA’s P117 and
P137 of the LDD P111 and radio P105, respectively.
[0140] Also, in one embodiment, the radio P105 and
LDD P111 are connected to receive common reset and
brown out protection signals from the voltage regulator
P187 to synchronize mLOCK P100 startup and to protect
against executing corrupted memory (P115/P104) during
a slow ramping power up or during power source P143,
e.g., battery, brown out. In one exemplary embodiment,
the voltage regulator P187 is a model TPS77930 voltage
regulator manufactured by Texas Instruments. In another
exemplary embodiment, the voltage regulator P187 is a
model TPS77901 voltage regulator manufactured by
Texas Instruments. It should be appreciated that different
types of voltage regulator P187 may be utilized in other
embodiments, so long as the voltage regulator is defined
to provide optimized voltage control and regulation to the
powered components of the mLOCK P100.
[0141] To enable long-term mLOCK P100 deployment
with minimal maintenance, the processor P103 of the
chip P101 is operated to execute a power management
program for the mLOCK P100. The power management
program controls the supply of power to various compo-
nents within the mLOCK P100, most notably to the LDD
P111 and radio P105. The mLOCK P100 has four primary
power states:

1) LDD P111 Off and radio P105 Off,
2) LDD P111 Off and radio P105 On,
3) LDD P111 On and radio P105 Off, and
4) LDD P111 On and radio P105 On.

[0142] The power management program is defined
such that a normal operating state of the mLOCK P100
is a sleep mode in which both the LDD Pill and radio P105
are powered off. The power management program is de-
fined to power on the LDD P111 and/or radio P105 in
response to events, such as monitored conditions, ex-
ternal stimuli, and pre-programmed settings. For exam-
ple, a movement event or movement temporal record,
as detected by the motion sensor P133 and communi-
cated to the processor P103, may be used as an event
to cause either or both of the LDD P111 and radio P105
to be powered up from sleep mode. In another example,
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a pre-programmed schedule may be used to trigger pow-
er up of either or both of the LDD P111 and radio P105
from sleep mode. Additionally, other events such as re-
ceipt of a communications request, external sensor data,
geolocation, or combination thereof, may serve as trig-
gers to power up either or both of the LDD P111 and
radio P105 from sleep mode.
[0143] The power management program is also de-
fined to power down the mLOCK P100 components as
soon as possible following completion of any requested
or required operations. Depending on the operations be-
ing performed, the power management program may di-
rect either of the LDD P111 or radio P105 to power down
while the other continues to operate. Or, the operational
conditions may permit the power management program
to simultaneously power down both the LDD P111 and
radio P105.
[0144] To support the power management program,
the mLOCK P100 utilizes four separate crystal oscilla-
tors. Specifically, with reference to Figure 12, the chip
P101 utilizes a 32 MHz (megaHertz) oscillator P125 to
provide a base operational clock for the chip P101, as
indicated by arrow P149. The chip P101 also utilizes a
32 kHz (kiloHertz) oscillator P127 to provide a real-time
clock for wakeup of the chip P101 from the sleep mode
of operation, as indicated by arrow P151. The LDD P111
utilizes a 24 MHz oscillator P129 to provide a base op-
erational clock for the LDD P111, as indicated by arrow
P147. Also, the LDD P111 utilizes a 32 kHz oscillator
P131 to provide a real-time clock for wakeup of the LDD
P111 from the sleep mode of operation, as indicated by
arrow P145. It should be understood, however, that in
other embodiments, other oscillator arrangements may
be utilized to provide the necessary clocking for the chip
P101 and LDD P111. For example, crystal oscillators of
different frequency may be used, depending on the op-
erational requirements of the LDD P111 and chip P101.
[0145] The lock actuator P146 is defined to receive
control signals from the processor P103, as indicated by
arrow P176. In response to the control signals received
from the processor P103, the lock actuator P146 is de-
fined to generate two discrete amplified signals to provide
power to control the lock motor mechanism. The two dis-
crete amplified signals provided by the lock actuator
P146 provide power and the correct current polarity to
drive the lock motor in each of two possible directions,
respectively.
[0146] The lock sensors P148 are defined to convey
data signals to the processor P103, as indicated by arrow
P178. The data signals conveyed by the lock sensors
P148 includes a first data signal providing a status of the
mLOCK P100 shackle position (open/closed), and a sec-
ond data signal providing a status of the mLOCK P100
lock motor position (locked/unlocked). The data signals
conveyed by the lock sensor P148 are monitored by the
processor P103 to enable control and monitoring of the
mLOCK P100 state.
[0147] The user interface display P144 and associated

user input button(s) are defined to bidirectionally com-
municate with the processor P103. The user interface
display P144 is managed by the processor P103. In one
embodiment, data transmitted from the processor P103
to the user interface display P144 is rendered in the user
interface display P144 in text form, i.e., in alpha-numeric
form. Additionally, the processor P103 monitors the sta-
tus of the one or more user input buttons to allow the
user to control/select information rendered in the user
interface display P144 and/or to trigger certain conditions
in the mLOCK P100.
[0148] An inductive loop is integrated into the mLOCK
P100 to provide for RF impedance matching between
the various RF portions of the mLOCK P100. In one em-
bodiment, the inductive loop is tuned to provide a 0.5 nH
(nanoHertz) reactive load over a wavelength trace. In
one embodiment, the impedance match between the RF
output from the radio P105 and the RX/TX switch P139
is 50 ohms. Also, the RF power amplifier P107 is capac-
itively coupled with the RX/TX switch P141. Additionally,
in one embodiment, to provide for decoupling of the pow-
er source P143 from the radio P105, eight high frequency
ceramic capacitors are tied between the power pins of
the chip P101 and the ground potential of the mLOCK
P100.
[0149] In one embodiment, a power plane of the chip
P101 is defined as a split independent inner power plane
that is DC-coupled with the LDD P111 power plane
through an RF choke and capacitive filter. In this embod-
iment, noise from a phase lock loop circuit within the radio
P105 will not couple via the inner power plane of the chip
P101 to the power plane of the LDD P111. In this manner,
radio harmonics associated with operation of the radio
P105 are prevented from significantly coupling with the
LDD P111 during simultaneous operation of the both the
radio P105 and LDD P111, thereby maintaining LDD
P111 sensitivity.
[0150] An impedance matching circuit is also provided
to ensure that the RF signal can be received by the LDD
P111 without substantial signal loss. More specifically,
the RF input to the LDD P111 utilizes an impedance
matching circuit tuned for dielectric properties of the
mLOCK P100 circuit board. In one embodiment, the con-
nection from the LDD antenna P121 to the LNA P117 is
DC-isolated from the RF input at the LNA P117 using a
100 pf (picofarad) capacitor, and is impedance matched
to 50 ohms. Also, in one embodiment, the output of the
LNA P117 is impedance matched to 50 ohms.
[0151] Figure 13 shows the physical components of
the mLOCK P100, in accordance with one embodiment
of the present invention. Electronics P409 are defined on
a printed circuit board as described above with regard to
Figure 12. In addition to the components described with
regard to Figure 12, the electronics P409 also include
the user interface display P144. Electrical power for the
mLOCK P100 is provided by a battery P407. Also, in one
embodiment, the mLOCK P100 includes a solar film
P405 defined to provide trickle-charging to the battery
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P407 to extend the battery P407 life. Shackle and locking
mechanism components are also shown, as indicated by
reference P411. Figure 15 shows a more detailed view
of the shackle and locking mechanism components of
reference P411. The electronics P409, battery P407, so-
lar film P405, shackle and locking mechanism compo-
nents P411 are secured within the body, i.e., shell, of the
mLOCK P100. Figure 14 shows a closer expanded view
of the front shell P413, rear shell P415, interlocking plate
P421, and push plate P419, in accordance with one em-
bodiment of the present invention.
[0152] The body of the mLOCK P100 is defined by a
front shell P413 and a rear shell P415, which fit together
in a sandwiched manner to enclose the mLOCK P100
components. Also, the mLOCK P100 includes a push
plate P419 and an interlocking plate P421. The push plate
is movable inside the shell of the mLOCK P100. The in-
terlocking plate P421 is connected to the rear shell P415
by way of fasteners P417. When an external force is ap-
plied to move the push plate P419, the push plate P419
moves within the mLOCK P100 to disengage the locking
mechanism of the shackle. This is described in more de-
tail with regard to Figure 15. The mLOCK P100 also in-
cludes button overlays P403A and a display overlay
P403B. Also, to enhance durability in one embodiment,
the mLOCK P100 can include rubber shackle molds
P401A and a rubber body mold P401B.
[0153] It should be appreciated that the mLOCK P100
does not include any external assembly features that can
be accessed to disassemble the mLOCK P100 once it
has been locked. The mLOCK P100 can only be disas-
sembled via a set screw P468 that is internal to the
mLOCK P100. This set screw P468 is accessible only
when the mLOCK P100 shackle has been unlocked and
opened.
[0154] Figure 15 shows an expanded view of the
shackle and locking mechanism component of reference
P411, in accordance with one embodiment of the present
invention. A shackle P450 is defined to be disposed within
a channel within the rear shell P415 of the mLOCK P100.
The shackle P450 is defined to be movable along the
channel length and is defined to be rotatable within the
channel. A retainer P460 is attached to the shackle P450
to prevent the shackle P450 from being completely with-
drawn from the channel and to control an amount of ro-
tation of the shackle P450 within the channel. The shack-
le P450 is defined to insert into an opening P470 in the
shell to close a shackle loop P472. The shackle P450 is
also defined to release from the opening P470 in the shell
to open the shackle loop P472.
[0155] A latch plate P454 is disposed inside the shell
and is defined to engage the shackle P450 to lock the
shackle P450, when the shackle P450 is inserted into
the opening P470 in the shell to close the shackle loop
P472. More specifically, the latch plate P454 is defined
to move in a direction P474 to engage with locking slots
P452 formed within the shackle P450, and to move in a
direction P476 to disengage from the locking slots P452

formed within the shackle P450. As previously men-
tioned, the push plate P419 is disposed inside the shell
and is defined to moved in the directions P474 and P476.
Specifically, the push plate P419 is defined to move in
the direction P476 when an external force is applied to
the push plate P419, as indicated by arrow P478 in Figure
14.
[0156] A motor P458 is mechanically fixed to the push
plate P419, such that when the push plate P419 moves
in the directions P474 or P476, the motor P458 moves
with the push plate P419 in the same direction. A cam
P456 is mechanically connected to be moved by the mo-
tor P458, in a direction P480, to engage with the latch
plate P454. The cam P456 is rigidly connected to the
motor P458 such that movement of the motor P458
through movement of the push plate P419 causes cor-
responding movement of the cam P456. Therefore,
movement of the push plate P419 in the direction P476
by the applied external force P478, with the motor P458
operated to engage the cam P456 with the latch plate
P454, causes the latch plate P454 to move in the direction
P476 to disengage from the shackle P450, thereby free-
ing the shackle P450 to release from the shell to open
the shackle loop P472.
[0157] A first spring P464 is defined to disengage the
cam P456 from the latch plate P454 when the motor P458
is not powered to move the cam P456 to engage with the
latch plate P454. In one embodiment, the first spring
P464 is a torsional spring. A second spring P466 is de-
fined to engage the latch plate P454 with the shackle
P450, i.e., with the locking slots P452 of the shackle
P450, in an absence of the applied external force P478
to move the push plate P419 when the cam P456 is also
moved to engage the latch plate P454. A third spring
P462 is defined to resist the external force P478 applied
to move the push plate P419, such that the push plate
P419 is returned to its home position in the absence of
the applied external force P478.
[0158] The interlocking plate P421 is disposed within
the body of the mLOCK P100 and secured to the shell
P415 to cover the push plate P419, the motor P458, the
cam P456, the latch plate P454, and the shackle P450,
such that the locking mechanism of the mLOCK P100
cannot be accessed without removal of the interlocking
plate P421. Also, the interlocking plate P421 is secured
to the shell P415 by a fastener, i.e., set screw P468, that
is only accessible through the opening P470 in the shell
P415 when the shackle P450 is released from the open-
ing P470 in the shell P415 to open the shackle loop P472.
[0159] It should be understood that the push plate
P419 and the latch plate P454 physically interface with
each other such that a force applied to the shackle P450
is transferred through the shackle P450 to the latch plate
P454 to the push plate P419 to the shell P415. Therefore,
the motor P458 and cam P456 are isolated from any force
applied to the shackle P450. Additionally, the processor
onboard the mLOCK P100 is defined to monitor a state
of the mLOCK P100, and autonomously control the motor
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P458 to move the cam P456 based on the monitored
state of the mLOCK P100.
[0160] As described herein, the mLOCK P100 is an
electronic lock that can automatically secure an asset by
activating a locking mechanism therein when the mLOCK
P100 is either a) out of range of a secured network, b)
has departed from a pre-determined waypoint based on
latitude and longitude (GPS), c) has an expired schedule,
or d) has detected motion. Also, the mLOCK P100 can
be set to automatically unlock when the mLOCK P100
negotiates with a secure network or arrives at a user de-
fined waypoint. The behavior of the mLOCK P100 can
be modified by remote (and secure) commands, thereby
allowing the mLOCK P100 behavior to be configured for
specific uses at specific times, e.g., on a shipping con-
tainer trip-by-trip basis.
[0161] The expansion of global commerce drives the
shipping industry. Ships, trains, and trucks move cargo
containers around the world relatively unattended and
unnoticed. These are areas of vulnerability that terrorists
and thieves can exploit. It should be appreciated that the
mLOCK P100 is particularly well-suited for application in
shipping container security, container trucking opera-
tions, and air cargo container security. In particular, the
mLOCK P100 provides protection against hazardous
materials being placed inside of a cargo container or val-
uable assets being removed from the container using its
features described herein, including: a) door lock with
shackle open/close/cut alarms, b) embedded location
and tracking information, and c) worldwide, multi-mode
communication links.
[0162] It should be understood that the technology im-
plemented in the mLOCK P100 for tracking and monitor-
ing distributed assets can also be used in devices other
than the mLOCK P100. For example, the electronic ar-
chitecture of the mLOCK P100, excluding the technology
associated with the locking mechanisms, can be imple-
mented in other devices that are used to monitor and
track distributed assets. It should be understood that the
mLOCK P100 and the other devices that implement a
similar electronic architecture can be operated in accord-
ance with the DAMC protocol as described herein.
[0163] The invention described herein can be embod-
ied as computer readable code on a computer readable
medium. The computer readable medium is any data
storage device that can store data which can be there-
after be read by a computer system. Examples of the
computer readable medium include hard drives, network
attached storage (NAS), read-only memory, random-ac-
cess memory, CD-ROMs, CD-Rs, CD-RWs, magnetic
tapes, and other optical and non-optical data storage de-
vices. The computer readable code can also be distrib-
uted over a network of coupled computer systems so that
the computer readable code is stored and executed in a
distributed fashion. Additionally, a graphical user inter-
face (GUI) implemented as computer readable code on
a computer readable medium can be developed to pro-
vide a user interface for performing any embodiment of

the present invention.
[0164] While this invention has been described in
terms of several embodiments, it will be appreciated that
those skilled in the art upon reading the preceding spec-
ifications and studying the drawings will realize various
alterations, additions, permutations and equivalents
thereof. Therefore, it is intended that the present inven-
tion includes all such alterations, additions, permuta-
tions, and equivalents as fall within the true spirit and
scope of the invention.

Claims

1. A method for communicating data over a wireless
network in accordance with a distributed asset man-
agement protocol, comprising:

operating a sending device to generate a medi-
um access control MAC frame to be transmitted
over the wireless network, wherein generating
the MAC frame includes:

setting a frame control field of the MAC
frame to indicate a beacon frame transmis-
sion type; and
defining a payload portion of the MAC frame
to include:

an identification of a device type of the
sending device,
an identification of a type of data includ-
ed within a data portion of the payload
of the beacon frame,
an identification of an alternate channel
to be used for subsequent communica-
tion,
a specification of a beacon interval du-
ration of the sending device,
a specification of an association time-
out duration for the receiving device,
a specification of a response interval
duration for the receiving device,
a specification of a length of data in-
cluded within the data portion of the
payload of the beacon frame,
the data portion of the payload of the
beacon frame, and
a specification of cyclic redundancy da-
ta associated with the payload of the
beacon frame;

operating the sending device to transmit the
generated MAC frame over the wireless net-
work;
operating a receiving device to receive the MAC
frame over the wireless network;
operating the receiving device to recognize the
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MAC frame as the indicated frame transmission
type; and
operating the receiving device to process the
payload portion of the MAC frame in accordance
with the payload specification of the distributed
asset management protocol corresponding to
the indicated frame transmission type.

2. The method for communicating data over the wire-
less network in accordance with the distributed asset
management protocol as recited in claim 1, wherein
each of the sending and receiving devices is com-
pliant with both an IEEE 802.15.4 standard and the
distributed asset management protocol, wherein
non-payload portions of the MAC frame are defined
to be processed by wireless communication devices
that are compliant with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard,
and wherein payload portions of the MAC frame are
defined to be processed by wireless communication
devices that are compliant with the distributed asset
management protocol.

3. The method for communicating data over the wire-
less network in accordance with the distributed asset
management protocol as recited in claim 1, wherein
the device type of the sending device is one of a fixed
reader device, a mobile reader device, a handheld
device, and a tag device.

4. The method for communicating data over the wire-
less network in accordance with the distributed asset
management protocol as recited in claim 1, wherein
the type of data included within the data portion of
the payload of the beacon frame includes one or
more of device date and time, device identification,
device location, device velocity, and device differen-
tial global positioning system correction.

5. The method for communicating data over the wire-
less network in accordance with the distributed asset
management protocol as recited in claim 1, wherein
the beacon interval duration of the sending device
is an integer value in seconds between successive
beacon periods, wherein each beacon period is a
duration of time during which MAC frames of the bea-
con frame type are successively transmitted at a set
interval.

6. The method for communicating data over the wire-
less network in accordance with the distributed asset
management protocol as recited in claim 5, wherein
the beacon interval duration is within a range extend-
ing from 1 second to 255 seconds, and wherein the
beacon period duration is 1 second, and wherein the
set interval is within a range extending from 6 milli-
seconds to 19 milliseconds.

7. The method for communicating data over the wire-

less network in accordance with the distributed asset
management protocol as recited in claim 1, wherein
the association timeout duration for the receiving de-
vice is a number of beacon intervals that should pass
without communication before the receiving device
disassociates from the wireless network of the send-
ing device.

8. The method for communicating data over the wire-
less network in accordance with the distributed asset
management protocol as recited in claim 1, wherein
the response interval duration for the receiving de-
vice is a maximum number of beacon intervals that
are allowed to pass before the receiving device
should communicate its status to the sending device.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Kommunizieren von Daten über ein
drahtloses Netzwerk gemäß einem verteilten Anla-
genverwaltungsprotokoll, aufweisend:
ein Betreiben einer sendenden Einheit zum Gene-
rieren eines Medienzugriffssteuerungs-, MAC, Rah-
mens, der über das drahtlose Netzwerk übertragen
werden soll, wobei ein Generieren des MAC-Rah-
mens enthält:

ein Einrichten eines Rahmensteuerfelds des
MAC-Rahmens, um einen Typ einer Beacon-
Rahmen-Übertragung anzugeben;
und ein Definieren eines Nutzdatenabschnitts
des MAC-Rahmens, der enthält:

eine Identifizierung eines Einheitentyps der
sendenden Einheit, eine Identifizierung ei-
nes Typs von Daten, die in einem Datenab-
schnitt der Nutzdaten des Beacon-Rah-
mens enthalten sind, eine Identifizierung ei-
nes alternativen Kanals, der für nachfolgen-
de Kommunikation genutzt werden soll, ei-
ne Spezifikation einer Beacon-Intervalldau-
er der sendenden Einheit, eine Spezifikati-
on einer Zuordnungszeitüberschreitungs-
dauer für die empfangende Einheit, eine
Spezifikation einer Reaktionsintervalldauer
für die empfangende Einheit, eine Spezifi-
kation einer Länge der Daten, die in dem
Datenabschnitt der Nutzdaten des Beacon-
Rahmens enthalten sind, der Datenab-
schnitt der Nutzdaten des Beacon-Rah-
mens und eine Spezifikation von zyklischen
Redundanzdaten, die den Nutzdaten des
Beacon-Rahmens zugehörig sind;
ein Betreiben der sendenden Einheit zum
Übertragen des generierten MAC-Rah-
mens über das drahtlose Netzwerk;
ein Betreiben einer empfangenden Einheit
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zum Empfangen des MAC-Rahmens über
das drahtlose Netzwerk;
ein Betreiben der empfangenden Einheit
zum Erkennen des MAC-Rahmens als den
angegebenen Rahmen-Übertragungstyp;
und ein Betreiben der empfangenden Ein-
heit zum Verarbeiten des Nutzdatenab-
schnitts des MAC-Rahmens gemäß der
Nutzdatenspezifikation des verteilten Anla-
genverwaltungsprotokolls, das dem ange-
geben Rahmen-Übertragungstyp ent-
spricht.

2. Verfahren zum Kommunizieren von Daten über das
drahtlose Netzwerk gemäß dem verteilten Anlagen-
verwaltungsprotokoll nach Anspruch 1, wobei jede
der sendenden und empfangenden Einheiten so-
wohl einen Standard IEEE 802.15.4 als auch den
verteilten Anlagenverwaltungsprotokoll erfüllt, wo-
bei Nicht-Nutzdatenabschnitte des MAC-Rahmens
so definiert sind, dass sie von drahtlosen Kommuni-
kationseinheiten verarbeitet werden, die den Stan-
dard IEEE 802.15.4 erfüllen, und wobei die Nutzda-
tenabschnitte des MAC-Rahmens so definiert sind,
dass sie durch drahtlose Kommunikationseinheiten
verarbeitet werden, die das verteilte Anlagenverwal-
tungsprotokoll erfüllen.

3. Verfahren zum Kommunizieren von Daten über das
drahtlose Netzwerk gemäß dem verteilten Anlagen-
verwaltungsprotokoll nach Anspruch 1, wobei der
Einheitentyp der sendenden Einheit entweder eine
stationäre Leseeinheit, eine mobile Leseeinheit. ei-
ne tragbare Einheit oder eine Tag-Einheit ist

4. Verfahren zum Kommunizieren von Daten über das
drahtlose Netzwerk gemäß dem verteilten Anlagen-
verwaltungsprotokoll nach Anspruch 1, wobei der
Typ der Daten, die in dem Datenabschnitt der Nutz-
daten des Beacon-Rahmens enthalten sind, eines
oder mehreren enthalten von Datum und Uhrzeit der
Einheit, Identifizierung, der Einheit, Standort der Ein-
heit, Geschwindigkeit der Einheit und differentielle
globale Positionierungssystemkorrektur der Einheit.

5. Verfahren zum Kommunizieren von Daten über das
drahtlose Netzwerk gemäß dem verteilten Anlagen-
verwaltungsprotokoll nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
Beacon-Intervalldauer der sendenden Einheit ein
ganzzahliger Wert in Sekunden zwischen aufeinan-
derfolgenden Beacon-Zeiträumen ist, wobei jeder
Beacon-Zeitraum eine Zeitdauer ist, in der MAC-
Rahmen des Beacon-Rahmentyps nacheinander in
einem festgelegten Intervall übertragen werden.

6. Verfahren zum Kommunizieren von Daten über das
drahtlose Netzwerk gemäß dem verteilten Anlagen-
verwaltungsprotokoll nach Anspruch 5, wobei die

Beacon-Intervalldauer in einem Bereich liegt, der
sich von 1 Sekunde bis zu 255 Sekunden erstreckt,
und wobei die Beacon-Zeitraumdauer 1 Sekunde
beträgt, und wobei das eingerichtete Intervall in ei-
nem Bereich liegt, der sich von 6 Millisekunden bis
zu 19 Millisekunden erstreckt.

7. Verfahren zum Kommunizieren von Daten über das
drahtlose Netzwerk gemäß dem verteilten Anlagen-
verwaltungsprotokoll nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
Zuordnungszeitüberschreitungsdauer für die emp-
fangende Einheit eine Anzahl von Beacon-Interval-
len ist, die ohne Kommunikation übergeben werden
sollen, bevor sich die empfangende Einheit aus der
Verbindung von dem drahtlosen Netzwerk der sen-
denden Einheit löst.

8. Verfahren zum Kommunizieren von Daten über das
drahtlose Netzwerk gemäß dem verteilten Anlagen-
verwaltungsprotokoll nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
Reaktionsintervalldauer für die empfangende Ein-
heit eine maximale Anzahl von Beacon-Intervallen
ist, die übergeben werden dürfen, bevor die empfan-
gende Einheit ihren Status an die sendende Einheit
kommunizieren muss.

Revendications

1. Procédé de communication de données sur un ré-
seau sans fil selon un protocole d’administration
d’actifs distribuée, comprenant :
l’utilisation d’un dispositif d’envoi pour générer une
trame de contrôle d’accès au support MAC devant
être transmise sur le réseau sans fil, dans lequel la
génération de la trame MAC inclut :

la définition d’un champ de commande de trame
de la trame MAC pour indiquer un type de trans-
mission de trame balise ;
et la définition d’une partie charge utile de la
trame MAC pour inclure :

une identification d’un type de dispositif du
dispositif d’envoi, une identification d’un ty-
pe de données incluses dans une partie de
données de la charge utile de la trame ba-
lise, une identification d’un canal alternatif
devant être utilisé pour une communication
ultérieure, une spécification d’une durée
d’intervalle de balise du dispositif d’envoi,
une spécification d’une durée de tempori-
sation d’association pour le dispositif de ré-
ception, une spécification d’une durée d’in-
tervalle de réponse pour le dispositif de ré-
ception, une spécification d’une longueur
de donnée incluse dans la partie de donnée
de la charge utile de la trame de balise, la
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partie de donnée de la charge utile de la
trame balise, et une spécification de don-
nées de redondance cyclique associées à
la charge utile de la trame balise ;
l’utilisation du dispositif d’envoi pour trans-
mettre la trame MAC générée sur le réseau
sans fil ;
l’utilisation d’un dispositif de réception pour
recevoir la trame MAC sur le réseau sans
fil ;
l’utilisation du dispositif de réception pour
reconnaître la trame MAC comme le type
de transmission de trame indiqué ;
et l’utilisation du dispositif de réception pour
traiter la partie charge utile de la trame MAC
en fonction de la spécification de charge uti-
le du protocole d’administration d’actifs dis-
tribuée correspondant au type de transmis-
sion de trame indiqué.

2. Procédé de communication de données sur le ré-
seau sans fil selon le protocole d’administration d’ac-
tifs distribuée selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
chacun des dispositifs d’envoi et de réception est
conforme à la fois à une norme IEEE 802.15.4 et au
protocole d’administration d’actifs distribuée, dans
lequel des parties non charge utile de la trame MAC
sont définies pour être traitées par des dispositifs de
communication sans fil qui sont conformes à la nor-
me IEEE 802.15.4, et dans lequel des parties charge
utile de la trame MAC sont définies pour être traitées
par des dispositifs de communication sans fil qui sont
conformes au protocole d’administration d’actifs dis-
tribuée.

3. Procédé de communication de données sur le ré-
seau sans fil selon le protocole d’administration d’ac-
tifs distribuée selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
le type de dispositif du dispositif d’envoi est l’un d’un
dispositif de lecteur fixe, un dispositif de lecteur mo-
bile, un dispositif portable et un dispositif de marqua-
ge.

4. Procédé de communication de données sur le ré-
seau sans fil selon le protocole d’administration d’ac-
tifs distribuée selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
le type de données incluses dans la partie de don-
nées de la charge utile de la trame balise inclut un
ou plusieurs éléments parmi la date et heure du dis-
positif, l’identification du dispositif, la localisation du
dispositif, la vitesse du dispositif, et une correction
de système de positionnement mondial différentielle
du dispositif.

5. Procédé de communication de données sur le ré-
seau sans fil selon le protocole d’administration d’ac-
tifs distribuée selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
la durée d’intervalle de balise du dispositif d’envoi

est une valeur de nombre entier en secondes entre
des périodes de balise successives, dans lequel
chaque période de balise est une durée pendant la-
quelle des trames MAC du type de trame balise sont
transmises successivement à un intervalle défini.

6. Procédé de communication de données sur le ré-
seau sans fil selon le protocole d’administration d’ac-
tifs distribuée selon la revendication 5, dans lequel
la durée d’intervalle de balise se situe dans une plage
s’étendant de 1 seconde à 255 secondes, et dans
lequel la durée de période de balise est 1 seconde,
et dans lequel l’intervalle défini se situe dans une
plage s’étendant de 6 millisecondes à 19 millisecon-
des.

7. Procédé de communication de données sur le ré-
seau sans fil selon le protocole d’administration d’ac-
tifs distribuée selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
la durée de temporisation d’association pour le dis-
positif de réception est un nombre d’intervalles de
balise qui doivent passer sans communication avant
que le dispositif de réception ne se dissocie du ré-
seau sans fil du dispositif d’envoi.

8. Procédé de communication de données sur le ré-
seau sans fil selon le protocole d’administration d’ac-
tifs distribuée selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
la durée d’intervalle de réponse pour le dispositif de
réception est un nombre maximum d’intervalles de
balise qui sont autorisés à passer avant que le dis-
positif de réception ne doive communiquer son statut
au dispositif d’envoi.
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